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Abstract
Environmental issues are becoming increasingly important to the future of American
manufacturing industry. As manufacturing is where waste originates, any corporate
pollution prevention policy will have significant manufacturing impact. This impact goes
far beyond the development of new technologies. The choice of technical solutions to
environmental issues should not exclude consideration of production and operating
constraints. In addition, many difficulties arise in dealing with the organizational
problems that accompany the technology. Changes to the culture of the organizational
will be needed in order to enable effective communication between the departments and
divisions involved in implementing the process modifications.
This thesis examines these issues using Polaroid Corporation as a case study. The choice
of point-of-source pollution prevention technology for Polaroid's Chemical Operations
Division Waltham manufacturing facilities is discussed in the context of alternative
pollution prevention strategies. An assessment of the production implications of the
decision to bring Polaroid's chemicals manufacturing processes into line with current
environmental standards is made and a methodology for assessing the impact of new
"pressure nutsche" equipment to reduce toxic air emissions on process cycletime is
presented. These pressure nutsches will replace the existing filtration and drying
equipment. During this research, the introduction of this technology into one particular
production process was evaluated. First, the existing process was studied in order to
establish the value of the current cycletimes. In addition, a set of models for the
filtration, washing and drying steps of pressure nutsche operation were developed. From
this it was determined that the introduction of the pressure nutsche technology would
indeed increase the process cycletime. However, despite the potential negative
consequence of the pressure nutsche strategy, without these changes complete closure of
the production facility for non-compliance with environmental standards could occur.
Therefore, the production and operating costs that result from a response to
environmental regulation must be balanced against the company's long term strategy for
environmental compliance. While there may be an increase in the manufacturing costs
associated with the new technology, the long-term benefit to Polaroid is far more
significant.
Thesis Supervisors: Professor Gregory J. McRae Department of Chemical Engineering
Professor Roy E. Welsch MIT Sloan School of Management
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Chapter One
Thesis Objectives
Environmental and product quality issues are of the utmost concern to American
manufacturers. In the light of increasing international competition in the instant film
market, Polaroid is looking to its manufacturing divisions to improve both product quality
and yields. At the same time, the company is struggling to comply with stringent
environmental standards. A common policy is to use point-of-source technology to
prevent pollution wherever possible. In the Chemical Operations division, proposed
investment in new "pressure nutsche" equipment to reduce toxic air emissions is likely to
result in increased process cycletimes. Hence, the response to environmental regulation
must be balanced against production and operating constraints. Changes to the
organizational culture are needed in order to enable effective communication between the
departments and divisions involved in implementing environmental technologies.
The aim of this research was to assess how the decision to bring Polaroid's chemicals
manufacturing processes into line with current environmental standards will affect
production. This thesis presents an example of a methodology for assessing the impact of
new equipment on process cycletime. It is anticipated that this case study will be used as
a framework for analyzing other investments that involve similar environmental and
product quality issues.
This thesis will:
* Discuss approaches and policies for pollution prevention
* Present Polaroid's pollution prevention policy
* Show that environmental regulations can be aligned with business goals
* Outline the environmental challenge facing Polaroid's Chemical Operations'
division
* Describe the current manufacturing process and the proposed pressure nutsche
solution
* Benchmark the cycletime of one process in order to assess the impact of the new
technology
* Summarize how a pressure nutsche operates during the filtration, washing and
drying of a product
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* Model the three phases of the "nutsching" unit operation in order to predict the
total cycletime
* Describe a strategy to improve the pressure nutsche cycletime using a designed
experiment
* Estimate the effect of the yield and cycletime on manufacturing costs
* Recommend changes to the organizational culture in order to enable effective
communication between the departments and divisions involved in implementing
environmental technologies.
Figure 1.1
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Figure 1.1 illustrates the order and flow of the ideas presented in the following chapters.
This research was carried out during a seven month internship with the Chemical
Operations division at Polaroid's Waltham production facilities. In particular, one of
Chemical Operations' 160 processes was chosen for further study. This product, referred
to in this document as "product X", is an intermediate in one of the Waltham W6X plant's
most important process trains. In addition, it will be subject to the technology changes
that result from Chemical Operations' strategy to comply with environmental regulations.
The diagram in Figure 1.2 demonstrates how product X fits in to Polaroid's big picture.
Figure 1.2
Product X In Context

Chapter Two
Manufacturing and the Environment:
The Choice of a Point of Source Pollution
Prevention Strategy at Polaroid
Overview
Increasingly, politicians and corporate policy makers alike are advocating a point-of-
source approach to pollution prevention. As manufacturing is where waste originates,
such policies will have significant manufacturing impact. To ensure their long-term
survival, manufacturers must change technologically and culturally. Historically, the
environment has been viewed as an add-on issue, similar to safety, or to the way product
quality issues were handled prior to the introduction of total quality management (TQM)
programs. A point-of-source environmental strategy requires a fundamental shift in
management philosophy. Each pollution source should be viewed as a process
inefficiency rather than as a problem to be treated later. Pollution prevention must
become an ongoing improvement process akin to TQM. In addition, the environmental
challenge will require new technological solutions which can best originate in highly
innovative companies. Large organizations are generally not receptive to change and
even block innovations in favor of prolonging the life of existing technologies. Hence,
the conflict is not between manufacturing and the environment, but between old and new
attitudes towards process innovation.
Polaroid's Chemical Operations Division has chosen a point-of-source pollution
prevention strategy for its Waltham manufacturing facilities. Although more expensive
than end-of-pipe treatment, this proposal provides additional benefits to the division and
is in line with current corporate environmental policy aimed at eliminating waste at
source.
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This chapter will:
* Describe Polaroid's corporate environmental policy
* Prove that environmental issues are a major force for change in manufacturing
organizations
* Discuss how environmental policy influences process innovation and
organizational change
* Show that environmental goals can be aligned with corporate growth and
profitability.
Pollution Prevention Policies
The most effective way to eliminate pollution from chemical processes is to remove the
offending compound from the process entirely. For example, in the printing industry, ink
formulators have found less hazardous substitutes for some ink components (Caldart and
Ryan, 1985). However, this approach is expensive. It generally requires a long-term,
fundamental re-design of existing processes and, even then, total elimination is not
always feasible. The next best alternative is a strategy designed to prevent the release of
the chemical through modifications to the manufacturing facility. These changes can be
made either at "point-of-source" or "end-of-pipe". "End-of-pipe" is the term applied to
capturing and treating waste as it exits the process, where as "point-of-source" implies
that potential pollutants are prevented from escaping to the environment at their origin.
Point-of-source strategies, therefore, require alterations to the existing manufacturing
process in order to minimize or eliminate waste streams altogether. This reduces the
amount of potential pollution created by the process, decreasing the likelihood of an
unexpected release of toxic waste to the environment. End-of-pipe solutions, on the other
hand, are easily retrofitted to existing processes and so, tend to be the least expensive
option. However, the same quantity of waste is produced as before, it just never escapes
to the environment.
Figure 2.1 compares the three approaches.
Manufacturing and the Environment
Figure 2.1
Environmental Strategies
Polaroid's Corporate Environment Policy
At Polaroid, manufacturing is the target of environmental action through its corporate
Toxic Use and Waste Reduction (TUWR) program and its associated Environmental
Accounting and Reporting System (EARS). "TUWR sets clear priorities for change in
manufacturing operations (Polaroid Corporation, "Report on the Environment", 1991).
These priorities take the form of a five year plan to reduce the use of toxic chemicals and
the production of all forms of waste by 10%. In order to ensure uniformity between
different divisions and differing annual production rates, all reductions are reported per
unit of production.
Polaroid's philosophy is one of waste minimization at source as opposed to end-of-pipe
treatment. The TUWR program aims "to reduce waste at the source and eliminate the
need for waste management (Polaroid Corporation, 1991). Thus, TUWR contains
incentives for waste reduction at source by prioritizing waste management techniques and
allocating credit accordingly. Reduced use of a toxic chemical rates above recycling,
which, in turn, out-ranks disposal by incineration or landfill. The Environmental
Accounting and Reporting System is the method by which the progress towards this goal
is recorded. EARS categorizes waste depending on the degree of toxicity associated with
the waste. Divisions receive EARS credit for reducing the waste of the most toxic
chemicals. For the less toxic substances, credit is also give for recycling and reuse
initiatives. No credit is given for landfill or incineration of waste. Hence, a point-of-
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source strategy to prevent air emissions, such as the pressure nutsches described later in
this thesis, will score higher than an equivalent end-of-pipe solution not only because
more solvent is recycled, but reductions in the total volume of solvent used are also
possible. Installing vent condensers followed by distillation or incineration of the
liquefied solvent vapors is one such example of an end-of-pipe solution. This alternative
approach was the one chosen for the Chemical Operation's Freetown plant.
Advantages of the Point-of-Source Approach
The point-of-source approach is also favored by the general public, who would rather not
live in the vicinity of a plant using toxic materials even if they are being treated by end-
of-pipe processes. In addition, waste minimization is appealing in that it reduces
corporate liability. "Polaroid's strong focus on toxic waste and use reduction is intended
to reduce the volume of toxic chemicals used and the amount of waste needing
management, thereby reducing the number of compliance issues related to waste
management" (Polaroid Corporation, 1991). An unexpected release of toxic waste
amounts to non-compliance with the law and so results in a fine. The possibility of such
an upset constitutes a liability and requires the company to hold contingency funds. The
company can also be designated a "potentially responsible party" (PRP) by the
Environmental Protection Agency and so be held accountable for another company's
pollution if that company has at any time handled hazardous substances originating from
the PRP. Polaroid is currently in this situation and has been identified as a PRP with
regard to three hazardous waste sites included in the Superfund National Priority Listing
(Nash et al., 1992). Because of this and other potential waste disposal problems, a point-
of-source strategy that is aimed at reducing the use of toxic chemicals will actually
decrease the costs associated with regulatory compliance and liability.
The Impact of Environmental Policies on Manufacturing
Manufacturing is where waste originates and, therefore, no matter what kind of
environmental strategy a company adopts towards compliance issues, manufacturing
change is inevitable. Improvements in both process technology and in manager's
enthusiasm for meeting environmental goals are required. In 1991, Chemical
Manufacturing and the Environment
Engineering Progress stated that "the Pollution Prevention Act of 1990 ..... will
significantly affect the way American manufacturers do business" (Rittmeyer, 1991).
The following discussion addresses the nature of these changes.
Incremental Progress Towards Environmental Goals
"Pollution prevention requires a change in philosophy so that the generation of emissions
and waste is viewed as an inefficiency in the production process rather than as an
inevitable environmental problem" (Chadha and Parmele, 1993). Progress towards
meeting environmental goals can be made by making incremental improvements to plant
operating procedures and management practices. For example, reducing the number of
times vessel manholes are opened or the time volatile solvents are held at high
temperatures will decrease air emissions. In this respect, plant operators can participate
in waste reduction. "Workers' hands-on knowledge of plant processes may allow them to
develop creative pollution prevention strategies" (Rittmeyer, 1991). However, "just as
with effective safety and quality programs, management commitment is critical for
implementing a successful pollution prevention program" (Chadha and Parmele, 1993).
Management must act to counteract attitudes such as "aren't all the wastes being treated
and isn't the plant in compliance with all its permits all of the time? ... why should we fix
something that isn't broken?" (Jacobs, 1991). As with total quality management, this
improvement process is incremental and should be ongoing. "A total quality
management (TQM) approach to examining pollution reduction capabilities can be
performed" (Doerr, 1993). In fact, the term "Total Quality Environmental Management"
(TQEM) has already been coined and is defined as "an approach for continuously
improving the environmental quality of processes and products through the participation
of all levels and functions in an organization", (Nash et al., 1992).
Innovating Environmental Technologies
"Companies that have relied on traditional treatment and disposal methods may need to
quickly re-evaluate their environmental protection strategies" (Rittmeyer, 1991). As
regulations become stricter, new technological solutions to environmental problems are
needed. Development of these new technologies will require significant innovation in
pollution prevention processes. "In the longer run, technological progress rests on a
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foundation of both incremental improvements and radical breakthroughs" (Dertouzos et
al., 1989). Professor Nick Ashford of the MIT Technology Policy Program believes that
technological innovation is the most effective way to solve environmental problems.
"Because end-of-pipe approaches have been used for a long time and improvements in
pollution control have probably reached a plateau, it is argued that the new technology
curve or frontier will be occupied predominantly by pollution prevention technologies"
(Ashford, 1993). Similarly, Charles Caldart, also of the MIT Technology Policy
Program, argues that "When one looks to a long-term time horizon... current conditions
become less important... the technological emphasis becomes one of fostering the
innovative process" (Caldart and Ryan, 1985).
If a company is a good innovator, it already possesses the ability to respond well to the
challenge of new environmental standards. Companies that shirk innovation, on the other
hand, will view legislation as a cost rather than as an opportunity. Large chemical
companies are notoriously poor innovators. "The greatest resistance to regulatory change
is likely to come from the more mature sectors, where commitments to large-scale
existing technologies or product markets are strong" (Ashford and Heaton, 1983). Large
companies will attempt to prolong the life of the existing technology rather than risk
failure with an unproven process. What kind of organizations, then, will provide the
innovations required to solve environmental problems? Abernathy and Utterback (1978)
have showed that major innovations come not from within established companies, but are
generated outside the existing industry. New innovations may originate within the
established industry but are often blocked from within the organization in order to
maintain the status quo. This means that other innovators from outside the industry can
come along with new ideas and cause the old industry to die out. For example, the
vacuum tube industry possessed semiconductor technology, but failed to exploit it before
outsiders did (Utterback, 1993). "As firms become more mature, their R&D efforts
become more risk averse, process change becomes more important, and they face
displacement if they do not recognize the need for continued innovation." In order to stay
ahead with environmental developments, managers must favor innovation and technical
change. "It is necessary to have an environment that is conducive to risk taking, that is,
entrepreneurship, and one that does not reward those who adhere to the technological
status quo" (Ashford and Heaton, 1983).
Manufacturing and the Environment
Environmental Compliance and Cultural Change
Fostering an innovative culture requires a major change in the way most large companies
are managed. Gareth Morgan, in Images of Organizations, describes how traditional
management techniques, such as planning and budgeting, are designed to keep an
organization "on course" (Morgan, 1986). Organizations, he argues, are designed to
operate like machines with "specialized parts linked by lines of communication,
command and control". This makes them extremely inflexible. "Mechanistically
structured organizations have great difficulty adapting to changing circumstances because
they are designed to achieve predetermined goals" . Morgan goes on to suggest that,
"many organizational problems are embedded in our thinking". In order to be innovative,
an organization must question its targets and alter them if necessary. An organizational
"personality change" is called for.
Environmental Goals Within the Context of Corporate Growth
Polaroid's Report on the Environment states that "preserving the environment is
compatible with business success" (Polaroid Corporation, 1991). The company is not
alone in its attitude towards environmental preservation. Many other chemicals
producers are also directing their efforts towards waste reduction at source. According to
Chemical Engineering Progress, "many large manufacturers, including 3M, Dow
Chemical, and Du Pont, have a head start on meeting new regulatory requirements
through their well-established corporate pollution-prevention programs" (Rittmeyer,
1991). For example, 3M's Pollution Prevent Pays philosophy has been in place for some
time. These companies are motivated by economics, as well as legal compliance. "From
a management perspective, waste generation reduction can result in reduced handling and
storage costs, lowered transportation and disposal expenses, and decreased potential
liability for personal injury and property damage," (Caldart and Ryan, 1985). "Waste
minimization isn't just environmental stewardship - its good business" (Jacobs, 1991).
Simply put, why pay for something that's thrown away?
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Regulating to Promote Change
However, not all companies share this positive attitude to environmental policy,
necessitating the need for regulations. Ashford advocates designing environmental
legislation to act alongside corporate policies in order to drive reluctant organizations
towards technological change. "Regulatory stringency is the most important factor
influencing technological innovation" (Ashford, 1993). Legislators are pushing for long-
term waste minimization strategies by passing regulations designed to promote
technological innovation. "Although prudent management of chemicals makes good
business sense and several companies have been focusing on minimizing emissions since
the 1970s, recent regulatory developments have heightened industry awareness in this
regard" (Chadha and Parmele, 1993). For example, innovation waivers are now being
built in to environmental regulations. These enable a company to extend its compliance
deadline to enable it to reach a better solution to its environmental problems. "In theory,
waivers encourage industry to develop new pollution control and hazardous waste
disposal technologies that are either more effective than existing technologies, less
expensive, or both" (Ashford et al., 1985). Legislation should make existing, pollution-
prone, technologies unviable. According to Caldart, "from a regulatory perspective, the
key is an alignment of production incentives with pollution prevention", (Caldart and
Ryan, 1985).
Stringent regulations, however, are unpopular. In a recent survey of industrialists,
environmental legislation was cited as one of the major external barriers to manufacturing
excellence. When asked for an opinion on environmental policy, "they'll regulate us out
of business" is the reply of many industrialists. They may well be right: a poor response
to regulation implies a poor attitude to innovation in general and will ultimately damage
the company's productivity. "Encouraging technological change for production purposes
(i.e. main business innovation) and for environmental compliance purposes must be seen
as interrelated rather than separable, activities that must be fully integrated" (Ashford,
1993). "Waste generation reduction... provides enterprising companies with an
opportunity to build a competitive advantage through the development of new - or more
efficient - production technologies", (Caldart and Ryan, 1985). If a company regards
environmental legislation as inhibiting, it will fail to react favorably to similar innovation
drivers, such as foreign competition.
Manufacturing and the Environment
Aversion to regulation is not only detrimental to the environment, it affects the nation's
well being. "A dynamic, innovative economy is built on a continual push towards
change" (Ashford and Heaton, 1983). "Underlying a regulatory strategy aimed at
stimulating technological change and achieving a significant level of pollution prevention
is a rejection of the premise that regulation must achieve a balance or compromise
between environmental integrity and industrial growth" (Ashford, 1993).
Conclusion
Regulation is one way by which companies are motivated to improve their processes.
However, methods exist to encourage this process that can be applied to environmental
goals and implemented from within companies themselves. These take the form of
incremental improvement philosophies, such as TQM, and fundamental shifts in
operating methods, such as occur when a new technology emerges to replace an existing
industry. Companies who are ahead in this respect have the most to gain from regulation.
The belief that environmental legislation will inhibit industrial growth is unfounded.
"Environmental goals can be co-optimized with economic growth through technological
innovation" (Ashford et al., 1985). The conflict industrialists fear is not between
manufacturing and the environment, but between old and new technology.
Polaroid has come some way towards addressing these issues through the TUWR
program. However, many implementation issues remain un-investigated. Technological
change requires a company to embrace innovation. Organizational and cultural barriers
to change must be broken. In the following chapters of this thesis, one example of
technological change for environmental compliance is presented. As well as addressing
the technical issues associated with the new equipment, the ability of the organization to
adapt to the new situation is considered.

Chapter Three
An Introduction to
Chemical Operations at Polaroid
Overview
Polaroid's Chemicals Operations Division manufactures photographic dyes, developers
and polymers for use in the company's instant film products. The processes are
multipurpose batch processes, similar to those found in the pharmaceuticals industry.
Due to the use of volatile organic solvents during the synthesis of some of these
compounds, air emissions have recently become an issue for the division. A 1993 study
revealed that approximately 70% of these emissions originate during the filtering and
drying of the product, and the intermediate transfer to drums that this involves. Hence,
Chemical Operations strategy has focused on finding an alternative technology to carry
out the filtration and drying operations.
The final environmental control strategy chosen for the Waltham W6X facility involves
the purchase of up to five "pressure nutsches," one of which is currently undergoing
installation and testing. Pressure nutsches are sealed vessels that can carry out filtration,
washing and drying in one unit operation. The sealed nature of the nutsches reduces the
emissions of volatile organic compounds. In addition to reducing air pollution, the
equipment has other benefits : product quality and yields improve, solvent recovery
strategies can be implemented and the risks to operators from solvent exposure and fires
during the intermediate transfer of the wet product to drums diminishes. However, the
elimination of this inter-stage storage has a downside. Scheduling flexibility is lost.
Each batch of product has to wait until its predecessor has finished drying before it can
begin its filtration. Previously, following filtration a batch could be stored in drums
awaiting spare dryer capacity, preventing the drying operation from becoming the process
bottleneck.
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This chapter will:
* Give a brief description of Chemical Operations' current manufacturing process
* Explain why the current process poses an environmental challenge
* Describe how the existing process is being modified by replacing traditional
filtration and drying equipment with "pressure nutsches"
* Give details of how the pressure nutsche strategy can prevent pollution
* Summarize the advantages and disadvantages of pressure nutsche technology.
* Critique the pressure nutsche strategy as an effective long term environmental
solution.
Chemical Operations at Polaroid
Chemical Operations manufactures over 70 products involving around 160 intermediate
batch reactions. The final products are transferred to Chemical Operations' "customer"
divisions for use in the components of Polaroid's instant film.
The batch reactions typically take place in an organic solvent. Following the synthesis
steps, the product solution is seeded with existing product crystals and cooled, enabling
particles of product to precipitate. The product slurry is then leaves the reaction vessel to
be filtered and washed, often with another solvent, and, if necessary, dried. This is
shown in Figure 3.1.
Filtering, washing and drying are carried out in order to remove the impurity-carrying
solvents, minimizing contamination of the next reaction step. This strategy also enables
recovery of solvents for reuse in later batches. Currently, separate filters and dryers are
used. These are not airtight and, in addition, the wet filtercake is usually transferred to
drums between the centrifuge and dryer.
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Figure 3.1
Process Flow Scheme
Existing Arrangement
Chemical Operations Environmental Concerns
In general, the solvents used in the product synthesis and washing steps are volatile and
so are easily released to the atmosphere during processing. Recent calculations of air
emissions from the Waltham site, based on current EPA guidelines, indicate that
approximately 70% of the volatile organic compound (VOC) emissions result from the
filtering and drying steps. Thus, these unit operations have been the focus of efforts to
reduce Chemical Operations air emission problems.
Pollution Prevention Using Pressure Nutsches
Chemical Operations has just submitted an application to the Massachusetts Department
of Environmental Protection (DEP) detailing its proposals for minimizing VOC
emissions. This includes plans to install sealed "pressure nutsche" units to minimize the
MA&S
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emissions from its filtering and drying operations. Pressure nutsches are cylindrical
vessels containing a filter medium such as a hastelloy mesh. Although designs differ,
usually a heated jacket is available to dry the solid cake following the filtration step. The
vessel contents can also be agitated using a heated paddle. Vaporized solvent is
contained by a closed loop vacuum recirculation system known as a COMPOVAC® *.
VOCs are swept away by a nitrogen stream and condensed. Liquefied solvent effluent
from the process is then sent to a solvent recovery process, or for disposal. Figure 3.2
shows how the nutsche fits into the existing process scheme.
RAW
MATERIALS
Figure 3.2
Process Flow Scheme New Arrangement
VOC emissions are greatly reduced and can be calculated by performing a mass balance
on the process using readings from the weight cells located on the pressure nutsche and
* COMPOVAC is a registered trademark of Rosenmund Inc.
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the solvent catchment vessel. The intermediate transfer of the product to drums is also
eliminated.
Several small pressure nutsches are already in use in Chemical Operations' Freetown pilot
plant and in the W6 production facility. A much larger nutsche is currently being
installed in W6X, which manufactures much larger batches of chemicals than its
neighbor, W6. This new pressure nutsche has a 5m2 cross-sectional area.
Nutsche Advantages and Disadvantages
This new technology has many advantages besides the reduction in environmental
pollution. Due to better washing of the filtercake and the reduction in intermediate
handling and storage, nutsches increase product quality and yield. In addition,
filtering and drying products in a nutsches allow modifications to operating
procedures which enable the use of recoverable solvents, and, hence, decreases
solvent waste. Finally, plant operators benefit from the elimination of the
intermediate transfer to drums. As well as reducing their drum loading and handling
duties, pressure nutsches will minimize the exposure of operators to harmful solvent
vapors and reduce the likelihood of fire resulting from a vessel entry.
The advantages of the nutsches can be summarized as follows:
* A reduction in solvent waste
* A reduction in VOC emissions from the filtering and drying steps
* An increase in product yield
* A reduction in intermediate storage costs
* A reduction in the handling of the wet intermediate
* A reduction in the exposure of personnel to harmful solvents
* A reduction in changeover time between batches and campaigns due to
easier cleaning procedures
A reduction in the risk of vapor ignition and subsequent fire
Combining the filtering and drying unit operations and eliminating intermediate
storage will result in a loss of flexibility in manufacturing. Using a nutsche may
increase batch cycle time and, hence, the average production rate (APR) will drop.
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The Long Term Effectiveness of the Pressure Nutsche Strategy
The pressure nutsche strategy can be categorized as a production process modification.
Existing equipment is replaced with "equipment based on the same production methods,
but modified to generate less waste", (Caldart and Ryan, 1985). While being preferable
to many waste treatment strategies, this solution is inferior to options such as solvent
substitution or complete process redesign, which would reduce the volume of solvent
used by the process. Based on Caldart and Ryan's discussion, Figure 3.3 illustrates the
hierarchy of waste management alternatives. This diagram shows that process
modification is not as desirable as input substitution, product reformulation or
fundamental process redesign. Unlike these three alternatives, the pressure nutsche
strategy does not minimize the use of solvent. The same amount of solvent is used as
with the previous technology. Although the ability to recover and reuse this solvent is
enhanced, Caldart and Ryan do not endorse this as an acceptable long-term alternative.
"Reuse and recycling should not be the cornerstone of a long-term hazardous waste
policy", (Caldart and Ryan, 1985). They argue that it is far better to decrease the volume
of hazardous material involved in the process, thus reducing the risk of pollution and
environmental liability. In the long run, a strategy which decreases Polaroid's reliance on
toxic materials is called for.
Figure 3.3
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Chapter Four
Benchmarking the Current Process
Overview
In order to determine the impact of the new technology on the manufacturing process, it
is first necessary to "benchmark" the existing operation. This approach is useful in
establishing criteria for the success or failure of the new process so that its performance
can be measured against that of the existing technology. Following the determination of
a benchmark, an even playing field exists for comparing the two technologies. Thus, a
benchmark of the current process will enable the effect that the process modifications will
have on batch cycletimes to be evaluated.
For this benchmarking study, one particular product was chosen as a base case. For
proprietary reasons, this product is referred to here as product X, and, along with Y, is an
intermediate in the production of the final product, Z. This chapter examines the existing
process used to make product X.
From 1992 plant operating data, it has been determined that it takes approximately 36
hours to filter and wash X. The analysis also indicates that, if the time for this task
increases beyond 77 hours, the limiting cycletime for a batch will increase and so plant
throughput will drop. In addition, if a batch is to be filtered in more than two loads,
intermediate storage will be required or the time available for filtration will be further
reduced.
This chapter will:
* Introduce the product Z process train that includes product X as an intermediate
* Describe the process used to manufacture X
* List the major contributors to the batch cycletime
* Identify the current bottleneck equipment
* Calculate by how much filtration time can increase before the filter becomes the
bottleneck
* Discuss the impact of filtering the product in multiple loads.
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Why Benchmark?
This analysis will "benchmark" the nutsche. Identifying the impact an increase in the
filtering time will have on the overall cycletime provides a framework for investigating
the impact of the new pressure nutsche technology. If the total nutsching cycletime for
product X takes in excess of the current limiting batch cycletime, the manufacturing
process will be adversely affected by this new investment. As the new Polaroid pressure
nutsche will be used to dry, as well as filter, product X, it is likely that the total cycletime
for the combined "nutsching" unit operation will exceed that of filtration alone. Data
received from The Upjohn Company, who already filter and dry product X in a nutsche,
indicates a nutsche cycletime of five days for this process, compared to a two day
synthesis cycle.
The Product Z Process Train
The new pressure nutsche will be used to filter, wash and dry two of the W6X facility's
most important products, referred to here as X and Z. Both X and Z are white powders.
X is produced from W and is itself an intermediate in the production of Z. Currently X is
not dried, but is transferred as wetcake to the next production step, the manufacture of a
second intermediate Y. Two batches of Y are then processed into one batch of Z. This
process train is illustrated in Figure 4.1.
The final Z product is sold to Polaroid's Reagent division for use as a long wavelength
opacification dye in the instant film reagent pod. Each batch of Z produces
approximately 1606 kg, making one batch worth over $1 million.
With the nutsche, X will be dried prior to the manufacture of Y. This will improve the
recovery of solvent from the Y and Z processes. However, the additional drying
requirement will also increase the cycletime for the filtration/washing/drying task in the
X process.
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Figure 4.1
"Product Z" Process Train
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Process Description
As shown in Figure 4.1, this process manufactures X from W. This requires the synthesis
of an intermediate compound (synthesis 1). A Friedl-Crafts reaction, (synthesis 2), then
combines this intermediate with W to form X. Once initiated, synthesis 2 cannot be
delayed and so reactant and quench solutions must be prepared ahead of time. At a 90%
yield, the process makes around 765 kg of dry X per batch. The process utilizes four
vessels, A, B, C and D, and a filtration device F, as shown in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2
Process Flow Diagram
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The tasks involved in the production are described below:
Acetone Recovery
Cleaning Cycle
At the beginning of each batch, (except the first),
acetone from the previous batch is recovered for reuse.
This uses vessels A and C.
The cleaning of vessels A, B and C is also required
prior to the synthesis of a batch.
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Synthesis 1
Reactant Preparation
Quench Solution Preparation
Synthesis 2 Initiation
Reactant Transfer
Reaction Hold
Quench
The organic solvent (orthodichlorobenzene) and
reactants for synthesis I are added to vessel A, heated,
and held for 8 hours, forming the intermediate. The
vessel is then cooled.
Solvent and reactant W for synthesis 2 are added to
vessel B and cooled.
Vessel C is charged with quench solution (acetone and
water) for the second synthesis.
Once the preparations are complete, the catalyst for
synthesis 2 is added to vessel A. Once this is done,
batch processing cannot be delayed until the reaction
has been quenched.
The dissolved reactant in vessel B is transferred to
vessel A.
The temperature is adjusted and the mixture is held for
8 hours.
Following the hold, the contents of vessel
transferred to vessel C to quench the reaction.
A are
Phase Separation
Rinse Addition
Phase Transfer
The temperature of vessel C is adjusted and the contents
agitated. Then, the vessel is left to allow the aqueous
and organic phases to separate, with the acetone
distributed between the two. The organic layer contains
the product in solution.
Following the quench, a solvent rinse is added to vessel
A.
After the phase separation hold in vessel C, the organic
phase is transferred to vessel D via a small 5 micron
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Reactor Neutralization
Distillation
Crystallization
Filtration
filter. The rinse from vessel A is then added to vessel
C. As before, the phases are allowed to separate and
the organic phase is transferred to vessel D.
Vessel A rinsed with water and sodium hydroxide
(NaOH) is added to neutralize the water. This water is
then transferred to a dike tank or to drums for disposal.
Next, the acetone in the organic phase is distilled from
vessel D back into vessel C.
The batch is cooled and toluene is added. Following
further cooling, seed is added to start the product
precipitation. A programmed cool down is then carried
out to control the particle size distribution of the
crystals.
Finally, vessel D's contents are transferred load by load
to a filtration device, F. The mother liquors are
removed and the cake is washed and transferred to
drums. Currently, F is a centrifugal filter and vessel D
is used to store the slurry awaiting filtration.
Once a batch begins the crystallization step, the synthesis of another batch can be started.
This is known as "piggybacking" batches. The Gantt chart in Figure 4.3 demonstrates
how the different vessels are utilized at different times during batch production. Figure
4.4 indicates which tasks the Gantt chart labels refer to.
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Cycletime Analysis
The time to carry out each task was estimated from plant records made during the 1992
campaign. Figure 4.4 summarizes the vessels used for each task and the associated
cycletimes.
Figure 4.4
Summary of Vessels and Cycletimes
Task Vessel(s) Time Gantt Chart Time (Cum)
hours mins Label hours mins
Acetone Recovery A, C 28 15 Al, C1 28 15
Cleaning Cycle A, B, C 7 0 A2, B1, C2 35 15
Synthesis 1 A 19 15 A3 54 30
Reactant Preparation B 2 55 B2
Quench Solution Preparation C 0 45 C3 - -
Synthesis 2 Initiation A 1 30 A4 56 0
Reactant Transfer A, B 0 20 A5, B3 56 20
Reaction Hold A 8 0 A6 64 20
Quench A, C 1 0 A7, C4 65 20
Phase Separation C 2 55 C5 68 15
Rinse Addition A 0 25 A8 -
Phase Transfer A, C, D 1 35 A9, C6, D1 69 50
Reactor Neutralization A 0 30 A 10
Distillation C, D 7 25 C7, D2 77 15
Crystallization D 22 15 D3 99 30
Filtration D, F 32 0 D4, F1 131 30
4 0 F2 135 30
Figure 4.4 indicates a time of 1351/2 hours to make one batch of product. However, as
can be seen from Figure 4.3, another batch can be started as soon as vessel C is free.
Hence, vessel C is the bottleneck equipment item. A batch can be produced every 77
hours and 15 minutes if vessel C is fully utilized. This is the limiting cycle time for the
batch (LCT). The production rate is, therefore, one batch every 77 hours 15 minutes or
0.34 batches/day. For a 950 kg batch size (on the average 1992 campaign yield), this is
12.3 kg/hr.
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Figure 4.5
Current Cycletimes for Vessels C and D and Filter F
Task Vessel C Vessel D Filter F
hours mins hours mins hours mins
Acetone Recovery 28 15 -
Cleaning Cycle 7 0 -
Synthesis 1 (in A - C waits) 19 15 -
Synthesis 2 Initiation (in A) 1 30 -
Reactant Transfer (in A) 0 20 -
Reaction Hold (in A) 8 0 -
Quench 1 0 -
Phase Separation 2 55 - -
Phase Transfer 1 35 1 35
Reactor Neutralization - - - - - -
Distillation 7 25 7 25
Crystallization - - 22 15 - -
Filtration With Storage in D - - 32 0 32 0
Final Load Filtration - - - - 4 0
Total 77 15 63 15 36 0
From the Gantt chart it can also be seen that if the cycletime for either vessel D or filter F
were to increase, it could become the bottleneck. These three cycletimes are compared
for the 1992 data in Figure 4.5.
As vessel D is used for storage during product filtration, an increase in the filtering task
affects both these equipment items. The following calculations show at what point the
filtration time becomes the limiting cycletime. Figure 4.6 summarizes the maximum
cycletimes for each equipment item without any increase in LCT.
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Figure 4.6
Current and Maximum Cycletimes
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As the filtration time increases, either D or F may become the limiting cycletime,
depending on the number of loads to be filtered per batch. Figure 4.7 shows how the use
of vessel D for storage becomes a factor only if more than two loads are filtered per
batch. As the number of loads are increased, the available time for filtration approaches
39 hours, the time vessel D is available for storage. However, if another storage vessel
were made available, the filtration time would stay at a maximum of 77 hours regardless
of the number of loads used per batch.
Tasks
C1 - C7
D1 -D4
D1 - D3
D4 / F1
Fl -F4
C1 -C7
Vessel C cycletime is the limiting cycletime for the batch, (LCT) = 77 hrs 15 mins
To prevent an increase in the LCT, vessel D and filter F cycletimes must be less than
vessel C's cycletime:
D1 + D2 + D3 + D4 < 77 hrs 15 mins
F1 + F2 < 77 hrs 15 mins
The first three tasks in vessel D are fixed by the process:
D1 + D2 + D3 = 31 hrs 15 mins
Therefore: D4 < 46 hrs
I
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Figure 4.7
Number of Loads versus Cycletime
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For x number of equal sized filter loads per batch:
Fl / F2 = x - 1
F1 = D4, (D in use as storage for the filter slurry)
F2 = cycletime for the final load when D is no longer in use
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Conclusion
The previous analysis highlights two issues that arise with regard to filtering and drying
product X that are important considerations to take into account when evaluating pressure
nutsche cycletimes. The first is that, if pressure nutsching a batch of product in two half
loads compared to one full load results in a reduction of overall cycletime, this could
prevent the pressure nutsche from becoming the process bottleneck. For example, if one
full batch takes 80 hours in the pressure nutsche, but two half batches require only 35
hours each, the two half batch option will not lead to an increase in the limiting cycletime
where as the processing one full batch will.
Secondly, in the event that a batch of product is filtered and dried in more than two loads,
the availability of intermediate storage will prevent vessel D from becoming cycletime
limiting. The introduction of extra storage capacity will effectively de-couple the
synthesis operations from the pressure nutsche, and would present a cheaper option than
investing in a second nutsche to alleviate the filtration and drying bottleneck.
Chapter Five
Pressure Nutsche Technology
Overview
With environmental legislation concerning air pollution becoming more stringent, many
manufacturers of specialty chemicals are now turning to pressure nutsche equipment to
minimize the emissions of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) from their batch
processes.
Pressure nutsches enable washing, filtering and drying of a particulate product, such as a
pharmaceutical compound or a photographic dye, to be carried out in a single step.
Previous technology required two different unit operations to perform these functions. In
this chapter, the "nutsching" unit operation is described in terms of its three component
operations: filtration, washing and drying.
This chapter will:
* Give a formal definition of the nutsching unit operation
* Describe the existing process
* Discuss the operation of a pressure nutsche throughout the filtration, washing and
drying phases.
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Definition
A pressure nutsche is a batch operated device designed to separate a valuable particulate
solid from a liquid. On completion of the operation, the solid product should contain less
than 1% liquid.
Existing Process
Previous to the introduction of nutsches at Polaroid, the solid-liquid separation was
achieved using two separate unit operations. These are illustrated in Figure 5.1.
Figure 5.1
Existing Filtration and Drying Operations
WASH FILTRATES
LIQUOR
In the first stage, most of the mother liquor is removed from the product by filtration in a
centrifuge. Filtration is defined as "the separation of a fluid-solids mixture involving
passage of most of the fluid through a porous barrier which retains most of the solid
particulates contained in the mixture" (Perry and Green, 1984). During operation,
centrifugal forces drive the liquid through the filter medium, capturing the product as a
porous cake on top of the filter. As part of the filtration step, the filtercake is washed.
This is necessary as the mother liquors used in the reaction contain impurities such as
unused reactants and unwanted byproducts. These affect product color and quality.
Washing with fresh solvent helps remove these impurities from the cake. Following
centrifugal filtration of the mother liquors, two or three additions of clean wash liquor are
Pressure Nutsche Technology
normally added. These are "spun out" of the filter in the same manner as the mother
liquors, leaving the cake with a liquid content of around 30%.
On completion of the filtration the wetcake is transferred to drums awaiting the
availability of a dryer. Drying generally refers to the removal of liquid from a solid by
evaporation (Perry and Green, 1984). In this case, heated conical dryers were used to
tumble-dry the product to around 1% moisture content.
Pressure Nutsche Operation
* Filtration Phase
In order to achieve the goal of <1% liquid content in the product, a pressure nutsche goes
through several different phases of operation during its cycle. At the beginning of the
nutsche operating cycle, the slurry containing the liquid and solid particles to be
separated is added to the top of the vessel. Pressurized nitrogen is introduced to the top
of the nutsche in order to drive the liquid through the filter mesh. The majority of the
liquid filters through the mesh leaving a solid wetcake of particles on top of the filter.
This is illustrated in Figure 5.2.
Figure 5.2
Filtration Phase
a) Add Slurry b) Build Cake
Pressurized
Nitrogen
Filtercake
Filter mesh
+ Filtrate
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Filtration times can be predicted from theoretical equations based on the rate-force
relationship. Laboratory experiments are required to obtain estimates of the cake and
filter medium resistances of a particular system. This approach is discussed in more
detail in Chapter Six. The derivation of the filtration equation is presented in Appendix
One.
* Wash Phase
Operating experience reveals that it is important not to draw the filtrate through the cake,
but to begin washing once the mother liquors are level with the top of the cake.
Otherwise, cracking of the cake is likely. In an agitated nutsche, cracking can be
minimized by smoothing the surface of the cake with the paddle.
Following the removal of most of the mother liquors by filtration, wash liquor is added to
the nutsche. The wash liquor can be pushed through the cake using pressurized nitrogen
in the same manner as for the initial filtration. This is known as displacement or "plug-
flow" washing. Alternatively, the cake can be "reslurried" in the wash liquor using the
nutsche's internal agitator. The mixing of the cake with the wash liquor ensures better
contact of the product particles with the wash solvent. Following mixing, the used liquor
is filtered off by pressurizing with nitrogen, allowing a new cake to form. Two or more
additions of wash liquor are usually required to ensure sufficient wasi Iag of the cake.
The two types of washes possible while operating a pressure nutsche, pl _g-flow washing
and reslurrying, are illustrated in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3
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Displacement of the mother liquor with fresh solvent is considered superior to
reslurrying. However, if the cake cracks, or if the flow of wash through the cake is very
rapid, there will be insufficient displacement of the mother liquors and reslurrying is
preferred. Tiller and Crump have modelled both plug-flow washing of filtercakes (Tiller
and Crump, 1977) and reslurrying (repulping), (Tiller and Crump, 1978). Two
mechanisms for removal of the mother liquors occur during washing. First, the
"unbound" mother liquors are displaced from the voids in the cake by the wash liquor.
Secondly, "bound" moisture trapped in inaccessible pores and within the particles
Washed
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themselves diffuses out into the wash liquor. Plug-flow washing is superior if
displacement is the only mass transfer mechanism needed to wash the cake. However, if
further washing is required, reslurrying the cake will increase the diffusional mass
transfer and hence the efficiency of the wash. The relative advantages of the two
methods are summarized in Figure 5.4.
Figure 5.4
Plug-Flow Washing versus Reslurrying
Plug-Flow Reslurry
Most efficient washing if mass transfer Most efficient washing if mass transfer
occurs by displacement occurs by diffusion
* Drying Phase
Following the final filtration of the wash liquor, the cake still contains around 50% liquid.
This compares with a wetcake of approximately 30% liquid obtained using a centrifuge.
Hence, a sizable volume of liquid can still be squeezed from the porous cake. This can be
carried out in the nutsche by blowing pressurized nitrogen through the cake prior to
applying heat to evaporate the remaining liquid. Operating experience shows that the
mechanical blowthrough of liquid from the cake prior to heating the cake significantly
reduces the drying time required. Indeed, Rosenmund, a leading manufacturer of
pressure nutsches, estimates that a drying time of 3 to 4 days can be reduced to 20 hours
if nitrogen is blown through the cake for at least half an hour before the drying begins.
This approach is documented in The Chemical Engineers' Handbook, which states that
"mechanical methods for separating a liquid from a solid are not normally considered
drying although they often precede a drying operation, since it is less expensive and
frequently easier to use mechanical methods than to use thermal methods" (Perry and
Green, 1984). Nitrogen blowthrough and drying in a pressure nutsche are illustrated in
Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5
Nitrogen Blowthrough and Drying
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Once the level of the liquid has dropped to the same height as the top of the cake,
nitrogen bubbles will begin to break through the cake. Nitrogen should be allowed to
blow through the cake for an extended period of time. Liquid entrained in the nitrogen
stream is contained by the COMPOVAC® system. In nutsches with only an APOVAC®
capability, such as the ones currently in use in Polaroid's W6 facility, no recirculation of
the nitrogen is possible and the vapor stream is vented to atmosphere. Hence, if air
emissions are a problem, the blowthrough period must be curtailed and the drying times
will be significantly longer.
Following blowthrough, the wetcake is dried, usually under vacuum. The drying cycle
begins by reducing the pressure at the bottom of the vessel. A warm nitrogen stream can
be drawn through the filtercake to pick up solvent vapors. The vapors are condensed by
the COMPOVAC® system and the nitrogen is reheated and returned to the top of the
nutsche. Alternatively, the vacuum can be created from the top of the vessel.
During the drying phase, the cake is heated via the glycol-filled jacket of the nutsche.
Heating causes evaporation of solvent still present within the filtercake. Initially, solvent
evaporates from the exposed surface of the cake, and, therefore, the rate of drying is high.
If the cake is agitated during drying, the constant renewal of the cake surface helps
prolong this high mass transfer period. Following the evaporation of all the solvent from
I - ~- I I
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the cake surfaces, solvent bound up within the cake must be removed. This rate of
transfer is generally slower, as the solvent must diffuse through the cake in order to reach
an exposed surface and evaporate. Finally, the slowest drying rate of all occurs when the
cake is almost 99% dry. At this point, only liquor bound within the particles themselves
remains. This is the most difficult to remove as diffusion is apparently very slow. At this
point, only fresh nitrogen should be drawn through the cake. Recirculating solvent-
saturated nitrogen will prevent any further drying of the product.
Rosenmund Inc., a well known manufacturer of pressure nutsches, estimates that
agitation can halve drying time. However, product degradation due to agitation can be a
major problem. In Polaroid's W6 facility, one product requires a four day drying cycle in
the nutsche as agitation causes polymerization of the product and nitrogen blowthrough is
not an option for environmental reasons. In addition, agitation can cause a very wet
product to form into balls. These can sometimes be broken up by reversing the direction
of the agitator. Reversing the paddle is also used to discharge the nutsche contents
through the discharge port once drying is complete.
Chapter Six
Filtration Theory and Cycletime Estimation
Overview
Having "benchmarked" the current process in Chapter Four and described how the
pressure nutsche operates in Chapter Five, the next three chapters of this thesis will be
devoted to the issues behind modelling the three phases of nutsche operation: filtration,
washing and drying. The modelling referred to here applies existing theories to
experimental data collected at Polaroid in order to estimate the cycletime for each
operating phase. Based on the analyses in this chapter, the production cycletime
estimated for filtering one batch of product X is less than 3 hours. This estimate does not
include an allowance for filling the nutsche or other set-up associated tasks. These
additional times will be accounted for in Chapter Nine, where the filtration, washing and
drying cycletimes are added to give an estimate of the overall "nutsching" time.
This chapter will:
* Give a rough, "order of magnitude" estimate for filtration time
* Present filtration theory and the filtration equation
* Demonstrate how this theory can be used to scale-up laboratory and pilot plant
data
* Discuss the sources of error in this scale-up based on the physics and chemistry of
the system
* Recommend that the estimates obtained for filtration times are good enough
within the context of the total cycletime for the process.
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A Simple Method of Estimating Filtration Cycletimes
Filtration time increases with the square of the filtrate volume per unit area of filter
medium. Therefore, if filtration times are measured for varying values of volume per unit
area for this system, a simple model can be set up to predict a filtration time for any given
volume to area ratio.
Assuming the following polynomial relationship;
tf = C1(V/A)2 + C2 (V/A) + C3
where tf is the filtration time, V is the volume to be filtered, A is the cross sectional area
of the filter and C1,. C2 , and C3 are constants, a minimum of three data points are
required to estimate these constants for any one product. For product X three very
different data points are available from laboratory and pilot plant experiments:
Experiment Lab 1 Lab 2 Pilot Plant W6X
V (gallons) 0.2 0.4 50 5000
A (m2 ) 0.001 0.001 0.4 5
V/A 200 400 125 1000
(V/A)2  40,000 160,000 15,625 1,000,000
tf (mins) 6.0 21.5 4.5 ???
Solving as three simultaneous equations gives the following constant values:
C1 = 0.00021
C2 = -0.048
C3 = 7.2
This gives a cycletime for filtration in the W6X nutsche as 169 minutes or 2.8 hours.
This approach is useful to discover the order of magnitude of the filtration step in the
pressure nutsche cycle. In order to obtain a more accurate model, it is necessary to refer
to the theory of filtration to establish a model of the operation.
Filtration Theory and Cycletime Estimation
Filtration Theory
Filtration theory originates from the basic engineering relationship:
Rate = force / resistance
In this case, the rate is the volume of filtrate per unit time and the resistance is the
combined resistance of cake and filter medium. The driving force depends on the type of
filter: centrifugal acceleration in a centrifuge; pressure in a pressure nutsche. By analogy
to the Kozeny relationship, (Richardson, 1988), the following equation for filtration is
obtained:
I Kozeny equation analogy: I
APo/Lo = RogtQ/A
Derivation of the Filtration Equation
The derivation described in Appendix One leads to the standard filtration equation
presented in most Chemical Engineering texts, (Ives, 1973), (Coulson and Richardson,
1991).
Definitions:
Lo Thickness of filtercake and filter medium m
APo Pressure drop across filtercake and filter medium N/m2
Ro Specific resistance of filtercake and medium m-2
t Viscosity of filtrate Ns/m2
A Cross-sectional area of filter m2
Q Flowrate of filtrate m3/s
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Filtration equation:
Vf dVf/dt = APoA 2/Rcgvc(l + Alm/vcVf)
The rate of increase in filtrate volume, dVf/dt, decreases with time. This can be seen by
observing the decrease in the gradient of the data in Figure 6.1. Data collected in
Polaroid's laboratories for product X, one of the products to be filtered and dried in the
nutsche has been used to obtain this graph.
Figure 6.1
Filtration Rate
m~iP
mo
dr
MP
Time, t
Definitions:
Vf Volume of filtrate m3
APo Pressure drop across filtercake and filter medium N/m2
A Cross-sectional area of filter m2
Rc Specific resistance of filtercake m-2
4t Viscosity of filtrate Ns/m2
vc Volume of cake per volume of filtrate
Im Equivalent thickness of filtercake for same m
resistivity as filter medium
I I
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Note that if the cake is thick relative to the filter medium, (for example, when filtration
has occurred for a long time), Alm/vcVf << 1. The effect of the filter medium becomes
negligible and the equation can be approximated to Vf dVf/dt = APoA 2/Rcivc.
Generally, filtration is either carried out using a constant flowrate or a constant pressure
drop. Thus, the filter equation can be integrated to give the filtration time for a given
volume of filtrate for these two cases. Usually, a filtration precedes at a constant flowrate
for the first few minutes, and then finishes under constant pressure drop. The constant
pressure drop regime predominates and so the constant flowrate period is often ignored.
Constant pressure drop equation:
t = Rci/APo*(vc(Vf/A) 2 /2+ lm(Vf/A)
Definition:
APo* Pressure drop across filtercake and filter medium N/m2
during constant flowrate period
Modelling
The constant pressure drop equation can be expressed as:
Scale-up Equation
t /(Vf/A) = Kp(Vf/A)+ C
where:
Kp = Rctvc/2APo* [s/m 2 1
C Rclilm/APo* [s/ml
Providing APo*, Rc,  , vc and Im can be assumed constant, Kp and C will also be
constant and a graph of t /(Vf/A) against Vf/A will be a straight line with Kp and C being
the slope and intercept respectively. From the laboratory measurements of volume of
filtrate collected per unit time, t /(Vf/A) and Vf/A can be calculated and Kp and C can he
determined. Laboratory data in this format is presented in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2
Typical Laboratory Data
Vf/A (m)
Scale-up Calculation
In order to scale-up this data to represent the production process, the value of Vf/A of the
process must be calculated. Having obtained the values of Kp and C from the laboratory
data, the scale-up equation can then be used to estimate cycle time.
This approached can be tested by performing a pilot plant filtration. An estimate for the
pilot process cycle time can be obtained using the above method. This is compared to the
actual cycle time to verify the scale-up calculation. The scale-up procedure is illustrated
in Figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.3
Scale-up Procedure
Limitations of Model
This approach can only be used for scale-up purposes if it can be assumed that Kp and C
are truly constant and do not vary between batches, or between laboratory scale and plant
scale equipment. Figure 6.4 compares the cycletime predictions obtained using
laboratory and pilot plant data with those based on the polynomial approximation
approach.
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Figure 6.4
Comparison of Production Cycletime Estimates
Polynomial Approx. Laboratory Data Pilot Plant Data
2.8 hours 1.6 hours 1.9 hours
Figure 6.4 indicates that the filtration of a batch of product X in production is likely to
take between 1 and 3 hours. Differences between the times estimated may be attributed
limitations in the filtration model itself. In order to explain the variation in cycletime
predictions, the parameters that define Kp, C and their relationship to filtration times
were investigated. These were then categorized as either system, cake or filter medium
characteristics.
System characteristics
* Pressure drop across the filtercake and filter medium, APo*
* Solvent viscosity, gl
APo* may be awkward to measure accurately as other pressure losses may be present
in the system, due to additional valves and fittings for example, and distort the
readings. Viscosity, gi is relatively easy to measure but is unlikely to vary much
between batches unless impurity concentrations are high. As these variables show up
in both Kp and C, it is difficult to isolate their effects on the filtration.
Cake characteristics
* Specific resistance of filtercake, Rc
* Cake volume per unit volume of filtrate, vc
Rc is a function of particle size, pressure and cake compressibility and is very
difficult to obtain. On the other hand, vc will depend on slurry concentration and can
be easily determined. It should be easy to identify variations in both parameters as
they only effect Kp, the slope of the t /(Vf/A) against Vf/A plot.
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Filter medium characteristics
* Equivalent thickness of filtercake, lm
This is defined as RmLm/Rc, where Rm is the specific resistance of the filter
medium and Lm is its thickness. Hence, Im depends only on the characteristics of the
filter medium. As Im only appears in C, the effects of changes in filter media should
only effect the intercept of the graphs.
These parameters help explain some of the variation between the laboratory, pilot plant
and full-scale production times. The actual plant-scale filtration times will differ from
those estimated using the filtration equation and laboratory and pilot plant data because of
these errors. However, as these cycletimes are of the same order of magnitude, and are
much smaller than the cycletime predicted for drying in Chapter Eight, the predictions
obtained are adequate for this analysis. An experimental technique to determine the
relative importance of some of the filtration variables is presented in Chapter Nine.

Chapter Seven
Washing Theory and Cycletime Estimation
Overview
As described in Chapter Five, washing can either be carried out in a plug-flow or
reslurrying manner. Unlike filtration and drying, very little theory exists with regard to
washing effectiveness. Usually, empirical relationships are developed from experimental
data for any given application (Perry and Green, 1984). Based on the final filtration rate
obtained through laboratory experimentation, a cycletime of approximately 2 hours was
estimated for plug-flow washing.
For a reslurried wash, a model developed by Tiller and Crump can be applied to predict
the volume of wash solvent needed and the number of washes required to minimize the
cycletime. Using this method it is estimated that the minimum volume of toluene wash
required for product X in total is of the order of 3m3 (depending on the values assumed
for the initial and final concentration of impurities in the pressure nutsche filtercake).
This is based on an infinite number of washes. For three washes, the comparable toluene
volume is 6m 3, and for two washes, 9m 3. However, for product X, the analysis shows
that the wash cycletime approaches a minimum value between two and three washes. If
minimizing the wash cycletime is the goal, a larger amount of wash solvent will used
than is absolutely necessary. From an environmental stand-point, reducing the amount of
toxic substances in use is the number one priority. The operator must decide, on a case-
by-case basis, which takes precedent: minimizing cycletime or reducing the total volume
of solvent used.
This chapter will:
* Provide an estimate of the cycletime for the plug-flow washing
* Present the Tiller and Crump model for reslurry washing
* Calculate the absolute minimum volume of wash solvent required
* Determine the number of washes that will minimize the cycletime.
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Plug-Flow Washing
As a general rule, however, it can be assumed that the rate of washing will be equal to the
final rate of filtration providing that:
* The wash and filtration pressures are the same
* The cake is not disturbed
* The wash solvent has a similar physical properties to the original filtrate and they
do not interact
As washing is normally carried out under the same pressure as the original filtration, the
first condition is satisfied. The second condition is also met in theory for plug-flow
washing, although, in practice, the cake may crack and require smoothing. Finally, in the
pressure nutsche system under investigation here, the original solvent does have similar
properties to the wash solvent. The mother liquor contains toluene and
orthodichlorobenzene (ODCB) as well as other impurities originating during the
synthesis, where as the wash liquor is pure toluene. The physical properties of these two
solvents and the relative amounts used are compared in Figure 7.1.
Figure 7.1
Orthodichlorobenzene and Toluene Comparison
Solvent Molecular Boiling point Density Fraction in mother Fraction in wash
weight (oC) (kg/m3) liquor (%) liquor (%)
ODCB 147.01 179 1305 67
Toluene 92.13 110.8 866 33 100
Therefore, it is reasonable to apply this general rule to obtain a rough estimate of the
cycletime for the washing phase of pressure nutsche operation when plug-flow washing is
employed.
From the experimental data for this system obtained in the laboratory, the final rate of
filtration was around 5 mls/min through a 0.001 m2 filter, which is equivalent to 1.5
m3/hr through the 5 m2 pressure nutsche in the plant. However, the laboratory filtration
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used a Buchner funnel and so resulted in a drier cake than in a pressure nutsche. In a
nutsche, the cake cracks earlier when the filtration rate is higher. Therefore, the wash
may begin at the point where the filtration rate is as high as 6 m3/hr through the plant-
scale nutsche. Figure 7.2 gives a range of cycletimes for pressure nutsche plug-flow
washing based on this flowrate range. The amount of wash solvent required was assumed
to be 6240 kg (7.2 m3) toluene per batch. This is based on three 1040 kg washes per half
batch, as used in the pressure nutsche test runs already performed. Cycletimes for other
wash volumes are also included in Figure 7.2 for comparison.
Figure 7.2
Plug-flow Washing Cycletime Comparison
Lab filtration rate Equivalent plant Wash Batch cycletime
(mls/min) filtration rate (m3/hr) (kg) (hrs)
5 1.5 6240 4.8
10 3 6240 2.4
20 6 6240 1.2
20 6 3120 0.6
20 6 9360 1.8
5 1.5 9360 7.2
Figure 7.2 shows that, based on this rule-of thumb, the cycletime for washing an entire
batch is of the order of 2 hours and is unlikely to exceed 7 hours. In view of the much
greater cycletimes anticipated for the drying phase of operation (Chapter Eight), a more
accurate prediction is not required. However, it should be noted that this estimate does
not account for the time required to inert the vessel and add the washes. Bearing in mind
the unfamiliarity of the plant operators with nutsche technology, this will probably
exceed the actual plug-flow wash cycletime.
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Reslurry Washing
The main disadvantage of plug-flow washing is huge areas of the filtercake may avoid
contact with clean solvent if channeling occurs. As explained in Chapter Five, both
displacement and diffusion of mother liquors occur during washing. Because diffusion is
a much slower process than displacement, a significant solvent residence time is required
if impurities are to dissolve into the clean liquor. When the cake cracks, the filtration rate
of solvent will increase and there will not be sufficient time for diffusion to occur. This
is demonstrated by the fact that, when the displacing solvent breaks through the cake, the
concentration of impurities in the wash liquor drops rapidly. In order to reach these
'blind' pores, reslurrying is required.
In a pressure nutsche, the reslurrying, or mixing, of the cake is followed by removal of
the wash solvent by plug flow filtration using pressurized nitrogen.
Minimum Wash Volume
The following method for predicting the wash volume and cycletime for reslurry washing
is based on a paper by Tiller and Crump (Tiller and Crump, 1978). This theory is built on
the assumption that, for each addition of solvent, equilibrium is attained between the
solvent contained in the cake and the fresh wash solvent. Thus, reslurry washing can be
modelled as a series of cocurrent stages analogous to the stages described in other
separation processes. At each stage, fresh wash solvent is added and, following the
mixing action, an equilibrium is achieved between the solvent leaving and the solvent
remaining in the cake. Figure 7.3 illustrates this concept. A list of variable definitions is
included in Appendix Two.
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Figure 7.3
Reslurry Washing Model
Fresh solvent
Solvent remaining
after (n + 1)th wash
Xn+1
Spent solvent
V, Xn+1
volume of fresh solvent added and removed
volume of liquid retained in cake
solute concentration in wash liquor (zero)
solute concentration following nth wash
solute concentration following n+ 1 th wash
arbitrary wash number varying from I to N
Performing a mass balance on the impurities in the (n + 1)th wash shown above,
mass of impurities
at beginning of wash
VL.xn
mass of impurities
leaving after wash
VL.xn+ 1
mass of impurities remaining
+ in cake after wash
V.xn+l
this rearranges to,
xn
and, for the Nth stage,
XN =
or, (V/VL + 1)N
and, N =
= xo / (V/V L + 1)n
xo / (V/V L + 1)N
Xo / XN
log(xo / XN) / log(V/VL+ 1)
Defining the total wash volume as VT,
VT = N.V
and so, VT = V.log(xo / XN) / log(V/VL + 1)
Solver
after n
VL, Xn
Key: V
VL
Xs
Xn
Xn+1
n
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But, from (2),
V = VL.((Xo/xN) I/N - 1)
VT = VL.(xo / xN)/N - 1).log(xo / xN)/log(V/VL+ 1) (3)
Equation (3) gives the total wash volume, VT, as a function of the number of washes, N,
the volume of liquid, VL, in the cake and the initial and final concentrations of impurities
in the cake-bound liquor, xo and XN.
Using L'H8pital's rule, the limit of this equation as N -> oo is as follows:
Lim VT = VL.ln (xo / xN)
N -> OO
and VL = E.Vc
where, E is the void fraction and Vc is the volume of the cake.
This gives the minimum theoretical value for the amount of wash solvent required in
terms of the volume fraction of original solute remaining after the final wash, xN / xo , and
the volume and void fraction of the cake. Figure 7.4 gives solutions for this equation for
different values of VT .
Figure 7.4
Minimum Volumes of Wash Solvent
Assuming a void fraction of 50%, a 5 m2 pressure nutsche and a total of 20 cm depth of
filtercake for the entire batch, E .Vc = 0.5. Hence, the minimum volume of solvent
required is between 1 and 3 m3, depending on the effectiveness of the washing required.
Tiller and Crump's analysis also indicates that, for a porosity of 50%, the wash volume
approaches its minimum value after 10 washes. Between 5 and 10 washes, the wash
volume required changes little. For 2 or 3 washes, which is the number currently
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proposed for Polaroid's new pressure nutsche, the solvent volume required is
approximately twice the minimum. The nature of this relationship is illustrated in Figure
7.5.
15
10
Figure 7.5
Variation of Wash Volume
2 4 6 8
Number of Washes
Minimum Cycletime
For a given cake and wash volume, there is an optimum number of washes that will
minimize the cycletime. This tradeoff between cycletime, the number of wash additions,
or stages, and the total volume of wash solvent required is described below.
The number of washes required, N, is a function of the volume of fresh solvent added per
wash, V, and the volume of liquid remaining in the cake after the wash liquor has been
removed, VL. Values of N, VL and V exist that will minimize the total filtration and
wash cycletime, Ttotal. Ttotal is described by the relationship;
Ttotal = tinitial + N.(treslurry + tplug)
where N
tinitial
treslurry
tplug
(4)
= number of washes
= initial filtration time
= reslurrying time for one wash
= plug-flow filtration time to remove wash liquor
I I I II
+
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As in filtration (Chapter Six), tplug is a function of the total volume of the system
volume, and hence depends on both V and VL. Differentiating Equation (4) by V and VL
and equating to zero will give the absolute minimum cycletime. Note that tinitial, the
initial filtration time, must be included in the minimization because it also depends on
VL.
dtinitial + DN.(treslurry + tplug) + N.Dtplug = 0
dVL DVL aVL
aN.(treslurry + tplug) + N.atplug = 0 (5)
av av
In order to simplify the system, Equation (5) can be solved for constant values of VL.
Partial differentiation of Equation (2)
aNI = - In (xo / xN)
aVIVL In2(V/VL + 1) (V + VL)
and substituting Equation (1) this reduces to
aN = N
aV vL In(V/VL + 1) (V + VL)
Substituting in Equation (5) leads to
Stplug = (treslurry + tplug) (6)
av In (V/VL + 1)(V + VL)
The term (treslurry + tplug) / (V + VL) corresponds to the average rate of washing over
both the reslurry and plug-flow removal of wash liquor phases. If an empirical equation
relating tplug to V can be obtained then an analytical solution of Equation (6) could be
found. Tiller and Crump made a series of calculations for Ttotal against N at constant
values of VL. These results for a cake porosity, E, of 0.5 are plotted in Figure 7.6.
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Figure 7.6
Variation of Cvcletime
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Number of Washes
Note that the minimum cycletime is approached at between two and three washes. This
is in contrast to the volume of wash solvent, which decreases as the number of washes is
increased. Therefore, minimum cycletime operation requires a larger amount of wash
solvent than is absolutely necessary. Environmentally, it may be preferable to reduce the
amount of toxic substances in use at the expense of process cycletimes. Thus, this
situation calls for a cost-benefit analysis of decreasing solvent use versus increasing the
manufacturing cycletime costs. The outcome of this calculation will depend on the
toxicity of the solvent in question and the relative importance of the process within the
overall scheduling restraints of the factory. Hence, this issue must be resolved on a case-
by-case basis. Washing cycletimes cannot be minimized without potentially increasing
the total volume of solvent used.

Chapter Eight
Modelling the Evaporative Drying Process
Overview
Laboratory-scale drying experiments have been carried out for product X, the
photographic dye intermediate to be processed in the pressure nutsche. These tests
indicate that the drying time for a batch of product X in the nutsche could be as high as
85 hours. Compared with the cycletimes established for the filtration and washing steps
of pressure nutsche operation in Chapters Six and Seven, drying is by far the most
significant component of the pressure nutsche cycletime. In order to obtain a more
reliable prediction for this component of the "nutsching" unit operation, a detailed
mathematical model for the evaporative drying stage of nutsche operation has been
developed.
This model is based on the assumption that the solid in the bed is perfectly mixed and that
a thermodynamic equilibrium is obtained between the three phases. This model has been
set up and solved for product X using ABACUSS©, a proprietary process modeling tool
(Barton, 1992). Results indicate that for low nitrogen flowrates, the drying time is very
dependent on the nitrogen throughput and could, indeed, be as high as the laboratory
scale predictions . For high flowrates, this is not the case and the drying time becomes
independent of the nitrogen rate. Future validation of this model against data obtained
during the 1994 production campaigns is suggested. In addition, a proposal for carrying
out designed experiments on the model is outlined. These experiments could serve as a
preliminary stage in developing designed experiments to be run on the manufacturing
process itself.
This chapter will:
* Describe the transfer mechanisms thought to occur during drying in a pressure
nutsche
* Include an estimate of pressure nutsche drying time for product X
* Present the model for evaporative drying
* Give some preliminary results obtained using the model
* Suggest a strategy for further experimentation with the model
* Indicate the limitations of this model and how it can be expanded.
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Drying Mechanisms
During drying processes, it is usual to see a constant rate regime, followed by one or two
falling rate periods indicating an increasing dependence of the drying rate on diffusion
from within the solid mass as the moisture content approaches zero, (Coulson and
Richardson, 1991), (Keey, 1978), (Keey, 1972), (Nonhebel and Moss, 1971).
Figure 8.1
Typical Drying Curves
Increasing
\\cake thickness
Moisture Content
Figure 8.1 illustrates some typical drying curves obtained for one Polaroid product. It
can be seen from the discrete changes in the gradient of the curves that several different
mass transfer mechanisms occur during the drying cycle. The rate of drying is highest for
thin cakes which have the greatest surface per unit volume. As the drying progresses, the
rate of mass transfer declines. This decline is most significant near the end of the drying
cycle when moisture content is low and diffusion of solvent from within the particles is
necessary.
If the cake is continually stirred, the effective surface area available for evaporation is
increased. The mass transfer rate will be high as if the cake were extremely thin. This
explains the gains in cycletime observed by Rosenmund when agitators are introduced
into pressure nutsches for slow drying products (Chapter Five).
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Drying Time Estimate For Product X
The drying of product X has been studied using a small pressure nutsche at the Polaroid
pilot plant facility in Freetown. These drying experiments took 36 hours to complete. As
explained by Figure 8.2, the volume/area scale-up factor between the pilot plant and
production is 1:5. Therefore, this indicates that one batch of product X will take 170
hours, or 7 days, to dry. However, these experiments did not include nitrogen
blowthrough and agitated mixing of the product. As described in Chapter Five, the use of
these techniques accelerates the cycletime for pressure nutsche drying and often reduces
the drying time by a factor of two or more. Thus, 85 hours is a more realistic estimate of
the time required to dry product X in a pressure nutsche.
Figure 8.2
Pilot Plant to Production Scale-up
Scale Batch Size, V Cross-sectional Area, A V/A Drying time
(Gallons) (m2 ) (Gallons/m 2 ) (hours)
Pilot plant 50 0.4 200 36
Production 5000 5 1000 170
Evaporative Drying Model
The purpose of the model is to give a rough estimate of the time required to complete the
evaporative drying of the solvent laden solid. As detailed in Chapter 5, there are many
different methods of operating a pressure nutsche during the drying stage. For example,
during evaporative drying, heat is supplied to the cake via the jacket of the nutsche.
Nitrogen may be drawn through the cake concurrently, or the vessel may be kept under
vacuum with no vapor recycle. in addition, the operators have the option of using the
agitator to increase the heat transferred and hence the drying rate. Figure 8.3 shows the
pressure nutsche configuration with the various alternatives.
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Figure 8.3
Pressure Nutsche Drying
Pressurized
Nitrogen
Ifl\ Agitator
Heat-
k,.
-Heat
I
nlus solvent Filter medium
vapour
Indicates operation
modelled
*e.g. solvent removal by nitrogen blowthrough only)
It would be a mammoth task to attempt to model each possible operating mode,
particularly as the flexibility of the nutsche configuration enables the operator to switch
between these modes at any point in the cycle. As indicated in Figure 8.3, this modelled
assumes heat is supplied to an agitated bed. Evaporating solvent is removed by a stream
of nitrogen.
Operation Alternative
SHeated jacket No heat*
Heated Agitator No Agitation
Nitrogen Vacuum from top
blowthrouh I
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Limitations of the Model
This model is designed to give a simple "first approximation" of nutsche drying. Hence,
it has been assumed that an equilibrium is established between the vapor and the liquid in
the bed. In order to model the supply of heat to the bed, the standard relationship
between area, temperature gradient and heat transferred has been used (Coulson and
Richardson, 1991):
Heat Transfer Equation:
= UH.A.(Tiacket - T)LM
Definitions:
Q
UH
A
Tjacket
T
(Tiacket - T)LM
heat supplied by jacket
overall heat transfer coefficient
for jacket
heat transfer area
temperature of jacket
temperature of bed
log-mean temperature difference
For the purposes of this model it has been assumed that the bed is perfectly mixed, that
the mole fractions of solvent in the outlet stream are equal to those in the bed.
addition, the temperature of the outlet stream is equal to that of the bed.
Perfect Mixing:
(Ytol)out
(YN2)out
Tout
= Ytol
= YN2
= T
J
J/m2/*C
m2
"C
OC
"C
Definitions:
(Ytol)out mole fraction of toluene in outlet stream -
(YN2)out mole fraction of nitrogen in outlet stream -
Ytol mole fraction of toluene in vapor phase -
YN2  mole fraction of nitrogen in vapor phase -
Tout temperature of outlet stream "C
J I WMINEMO
I |
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Appendix Three describes fully the set of time-dependent differential equations which are
intended to model the heat transfer to the well-mixed particulate and the subsequent
evaporation of the solvent. Figure 8.4 illustrates this model.
Figure 8.4
Drying Model Diagram
(ytol)in, (yN2)in,
F,". V%•.
Perfectly mixed bed
of void fraction E
Mtol
olvent
Heated jacket of area,
A and heat transfer
coefficient, UH
Solving the System
The model contains three differential equations: the rate of change of toluene, the rate of
change of nitrogen and the rate of change of internal energy in the bed. A set of initial
conditions must be specified in order to solve the differential equations for the first time
step. The following initial specifications were used in this case:
T Temperature of bed = Tjacket
P Pressure in segment = Pout
Vapor mole fraction of vapor in bed = a very small number
In order to solve this system, ABACUSS©, a computer aided simulation package
designed to assist in the modeling of batch and continuous chemical processes, was used.
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This programming language was developed by Paul Barton (1992), and is described in
several other publications (Barton and Pantelides, 1994), (von Watzdorf et al., 1994). To
solve the system, various specifications were required. The values assigned these
variables are listed in Appendix Three. A half-size batch was assumed in making these
specifications. The ABACUSS© input file used is also included in Appendix Three.
Preliminary Results
As indicated in the Appendix, it is also necessary to specify the flow of saturated nitrogen
to segment. This is a difficult quantity to estimate and even varies between batches due
to particles blinding out the pressure nutsche's filter medium and decreasing the cross-
sectional area that the nitrogen is flowing through. In order to determine how much the
nitrogen flowrate affects the cycletime, ABACUSS© was used to generate the graph of
cycletime variation with nitrogen flow shown in Figure 8.5.
Figure 8.5
Variation of Cycletime with Nitrogen Flowrate
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This graph shows that for low flowrates, the cycletime is very dependent on the nitrogen
rate. The drying rate is limited by the rate at which the nitrogen can remove solvent from
the bed. As the flowrate increases, more solvent is removed by the nitrogen until a point
is reached where solvent removal is at a maximum. At this flowrate the nitrogen is
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removing all the available solvent. The cycletime is no longer flowrate dependent. This
provides a rigorous lower bound on the cycletime.
Figure 8.5 also indicates that, for a half-batch of product X, the drying time could well be
as high as 40 or 50 hours, depending on the throughput of nitrogen achievable. Thus, the
laboratory scale prediction of 85 hours provides a reasonably conservative estimate of the
cycletime for the drying stage of product X pressure nutsche operation. The 1994
production campaigns will provide actual data which can be used to verify the accuracy
model.
Further Experimentation with the Model
Following acceptable verification of the model, experiments could be designed to
determine the affect of cake thickness and drying temperature, for example, on cycletime.
These experiments would be similar in format to those described in Chapter Nine. The
advantage of this approach is that experimentation with manufacturing process itself
would be limited. The first stage of the procedure would involve running experiments
with the model alone. This would indicate which variables are most likely to be
significant factors in determining drying time. Once these variables have been selected, a
further, much smaller, set of experiments could be designed for the manufacturing
process. As stage two would require far fewer experimental runs than stage one, the high
costs associated with running experiments on the production process would be
significantly reduced.
Extending the Model
The variables used in the model presented in Appendix Three refer to a segment of the
bed as opposed to the entire bed. Thus, the model can be expanded by dividing the height
of the bed into segments and solving the model for each segment in turn. As the number
of segments is increased, the height of each segment decreases, and the perfect mixing
and pressure gradient assumptions become more plausible. Hence, the simple model
presented here can readily be extended into a more complex drying model.
Chapter Nine
Evaluating Pressure Nutsche Cycletimes
Overview
Finally, an estimate for the cycletime of the complete pressure nutsche operation has been
obtained. A value of the order of 100 hours appears to be reasonable. When compared
with the benchmark cycletime of 77 hours, 15 minutes, this indicates a probable increase
in the overall process cycletime, even after the positive effect of a yield improvement due
to the use of a pressure nutsche has been included. In the light of this prediction, a
Plackett-Burman experimental design for the product X process was developed. This
series of eight experiments is designed to help reduce the process cycletime by providing
a greater understanding of the factors that most influence the cycletime response. The
experiments have yet to be carried out.
The increases in cycletime will undoubtedly affect Chemical Operations' "bottom line".
For each product, the process cycletime relates directly to the labor and equipment hours
and hence the direct and indirect costs of manufacture. However, yield improvements
have the reverse effect, improving the division's profitability. This chapter concludes by
acknowledging that, despite the apparent negative consequence of the pressure nutsche
strategy, without these changes complete closure of the W6X facility for non-compliance
with environmental standards could occur. This would have disastrous consequences for
Chemical Operations' internal customers. Therefore, while there may be an increase in
the manufacturing costs associated with the new technology, the long-term benefit to
Polaroid is far more significant.
This chapter will:
* Combine the three components of pressure nutsche cycletime to give a
complete estimate of the time to carry out the unit operation
* Compare the total pressure nutsche cycletime with the "benchmark" cycletime
* Present an experimental design for optimizing cycletime
* Discuss how changes in yield and cycletime impact manufacturing costs
* Discuss the long-range effects of environmental pressure on Chemical Operations
economic viability. (What is the cost to Polaroid of non-compliance?)
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Combining the Pressure Nutsche Cycletimes
In order to compare the cycletime for the pressure nutsche with the existing process
cycletime calculated in Chapter Four, the estimates for the filtration, washing and drying
times must be summed. In addition, an allowance for filling and emptying the vessel and
other cleaning, maintenance and change-over times must be included.
Tnutsche = Tfilter + Twash + Tdry + Tsetup
where:
Tnutsche = total pressure nutsche cycletime
Tfilter = total filtration time
Twash = total washing time
Tdry = total drying time
Tsetup = total time for cleaning, maintenance and change-overs
Using the estimates established in Chapters Six, Seven and Eight, this cycletime works
out to be:
Tfilter =3 hours
Twash -2 hours
Tdry 85 hours
Tnutsche 90 hours + Tsetup
Tsetup will depend on the skill and efficiency of the operators, as well as the complexity
of the process and the nature of the product that was processed immediately prior to
product X. As the W6X operators have yet to become proficient at operating pressure
nutsches, the actually set-up time required per batch for an experienced operator will not
emerge for sometime. For the purposes of this analysis, a setup time of ten hours has
been adopted to give a total pressure nutsche cycletime of 100 hours.
As evaluated in Chapter Four, the limiting cycletime (LCT) for the existing product X
production process is 77 hours, 15 minutes. Therefore, if pressure nutsche operation
takes 100 hours, the limiting cycletime will increase. A simplified version of the Gantt
chart presented in Chapter Four is shown in Figure 9.1. This chart has been revised to
included the estimated pressure nutsche cycletime. Refer to the original Gantt Chart
(Figure 4.3) and the associated text for more details.
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Figure 9.1
Simplified Gantt Chart For New Process
L,- 77 hrs 15 mins -
Time
100 hrs
It is anticipated that, due to improved product containment, the pressure nutsche will
increase the yield of product X by 3.25%. This yield improvement will help compensate
for the increase in cycletime. However, even when the 3.25% increase is taken into
account, the introduction of the pressure nutsche into the process still reduces the
average production rat (APR). A comparison of the pressure nutsche process with the
benchmark process evaluated in Chapter Four is made below.
Figure 9.2
Cycletime Comparison
Benchmark
Synthesis Filtration LCT Batch size APR
77.25 hrs 36 hrs 77.25 hrs 950 kg 12.3 kg/hr
100 hrs 100 hrs 980 kg 9.8 kg/hr
I H-
Ii
| |0
I
I
Pressure Nutsche 77.25 hrs
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Optimizing the Pressure Nutsche Cycletimes
The theories of filtration, washing and drying presented in Chapters Six, Seven and Eight
demonstrate the complexity of pressure nutsche operation. Many of the variables used in
these models, such as the number of loads processes per batch of product or drying
temperature, are under the control of the nutsche operator. The 90 hours estimated for
carrying out the basic processing of product X can be reduced if the critical variables that
have the most impact on the cycletime can be identified and addressed. For example, the
crystalline structure of the product may play a significant role in determining the
resistivity of the cake to filtration. Thus, if a product exhibits long nutsche filtration and
wash times, improvements in the crystallization stage of the production process to ensure
a more reproducible particle morphology will reduce cycletime.
In order to test which variables have the biggest effect on cycletime, designed
experiments can be run on the manufacturing process itself. This approach requires that
the inputs and outputs of the process as a whole are identified and screened before
selecting the parameters to be varied. Once this has been done, the process can be
regarded as a "black-box" which relates the outputs to the inputs. The inputs are then
systematically varied and the response of the output is observed. Figure 9.3 illustrates
this black-box approach to the product X process. It is important to note that downstream
processing steps affect the behavior of the nutsche, and that to maximize nutsche
operation a systems approach to the entire process must be taken. The key stages in the
prior processing of product X are highlighted in the 'black-box' diagram. As shown in the
diagram, three quantifiable parameters that define the success of the process following
the implementation of the pressure nutsche: product yield, quality and cycletime, along
with fifteen key inputs that directly affect these outputs were identified. For simplicity,
these were reduced to five of the most easily adjusted variables:
* seed mass
* filtration pressure
* slurry volume
* drying temperature
* agitator speed.
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Product X
* settling time prior to
phase separation
• phase separation
temperature
* size of crystals used to
seed batch
* mass of crystals used to
seed batch
* temperature at seeding
* cooldown time following
seeding
* agitator speed during
cooldown
* filtration pressure
* filtration medium
* slurry volume
" type of wash (reslurry or
plug-flow)
* number of washes
* volume of each wash
* drying temperature
* agitator speed during
drying
Figure 9.3
Process, Input and Outputs
Process
Key Stages:
phase separation
Scrytallization
-- product
yield
Sproduct
quality
process
cycletime
In order to test the effect of the final five factors on cycletime, the following set of
experiments were designed. This design is based on the Plackett-Burman method
described by Neogi and Valenzuela, (Neogi and Valenzuela, 1993). Figure 9.4 shows the
choice of high and low levels for each factor. These were based on the anticipated
operating range.
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Figure 9.4
Experimental Factors, Levels and Response
Output Response
Cycletime Y
Figure 9.5 shows the Plackett-Burman experimental design for this system. In total, eight
experiments are suggested. These experiments were never run as the pressure nutsche
equipment was not fully operational before the end of this internship. Had the equipment
been functioning, it is still not certain that the experiment would have been carried out.
There is a natural reluctance on the part of the production staff to experiment on the
process itself. However, considering that Chemical Operations made thirty batches of
product X in 1993, eight experimental runs is a small price to pay when compared to the
long term benefits of reduced cycletimes and improved product quality and yields.
Figure 9.5
Plackett-Burman Designed Experiments
Experiment Xl X2 X3 X4 X5 Y
1 + + + - + ?
2 + + - + -
3 + - + - -
4 - + - - +
5 + - + + ?
6 - - + + +
7 + + + -
8 - -
Input Factor High Low
Wet seed mass X1 25 kg 12.5 kg
Filtration pressure X2 20 psi 10 psi
Slurry volume X3 1/2 batch 1/4 batch
Drying temperature X4 60 degC 40 degC
Agitator speed X5 1 rev / 5 mins None
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Reducing Set-up Times
The estimate for pressure nutsche cycletime includes an allowance for equipment
cleaning, charging, change-over and routine maintenance. While this could be considered
as a fixed cost, equipment set-up times can be significantly reduced by incorporating
plant-wide process improvement schemes. Conversations I had with plant operators and
supervisors indicated that a significant proportion of the processing time for each batch
would be consumed by maintenance issues or staffing problems. In Chapter Four, the
limiting cycletime for product X is estimated as 77 hours and 15 minutes, with a total
time to produce one batch of 135 hours, 30 minutes if batches are not overlapped.
However, the historical equipment hours for this same product are 216 hours per batch,
reflecting the high level of downtime associated with this product.
The Effect of Yield and Cycletime Changes on Product Cost
The research presented in this thesis demonstrates that the introduction of pressure
nutsches will increase the cycletime for product X. The use of pressure nutsches may
have similar adverse affects on other processes. The impact of these cycletime increases
on Chemical Operations' "bottom line" depends on the way the cost of running the
division is divided between its various products.
As Chemicals Operations is a cost, rather than a profit, center, products are transferred at
cost to the corporation, which holds them on its books as inventory until they are sold to
the customer division. The product transfer price is defined as the sum of its raw
materials cost and the direct and indirect costs of its production. Direct cost typically
include labor, energy and packing expenses, where as indirect costs cover plant
depreciation, office occupancy and equipment maintenance. Chemical Operations' direct
costs are allocated to a given product based on the labor hours associated with making
one batch. Indirect costs are assigned on the basis of equipment hours utilized during
production. These hours are historic production averages and incorporate downtime due
to labor shortages, equipment breakdown, maintenance, as well as rework time. Also
included are the hours associated with preparing the equipment at the beginning of a
campaign run and cleaning up after the campaign is complete. The historic figures are,
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therefore, much higher than the theoreticaw )rocess cycletime such as the one calculated
in Chapter Four.
As the labor and equipment hours are calculated on a per batch basis, these costs must
then be converted into dollars per kilogram by multiplying by the number of kilograms
per batch. An increase in product yields due to the use of pressure nutsches will be
reflected in a increase in the kg/batch figure and so yield improvements will reduce both
the direct and indirect costs associated with production and, hence, the product transfer
price. On the other hand, an increase in process cycletimes will causes both the labor and
equipment hours for that product to increase, inflating the cost of the product. However,
overall, only the direct costs will go up. For example, overtime may be necessary to
cover the extra hours. The total indirect costs for Chemical Operations will not increase,
they will just be distributed differently: another product will have proportionally less
equipment hours and so will appear cheaper. However, the transfer price for the products
made in the pressure nutsche will appear higher if their cycletime has increased. Figure
9.6 summarizes the effect of yield and cycletime on divisional costs and product transfer
prices.
Figure 9.6
The $ Effect of Yield and Cycletime Increases
.i......Direct Cost Indirect Cost Transfer Direct Costs Indirect Costs Chem Ops
of Product of Product Price of Division of Division Bottom Line
Yieldr 4
Cycletime t t
The Cost of Compliance
Although this discussion indicates that increases in cycletimes due to pressure nutsche
technology will have a negative effect on Chemical Operations' bottom line, it is
important to realize that without changes to the division's existing processes,
environmental non-compliance could result in closure of the W6X facility by the EPA.
Not only would this action impact the division's bottom line severely, but it would also
have disastrous consequences for Chemical Operations' internal customers. Therefore,
while there is a quantifiable cost to the division associated with the pressure nutsche
strategy, the cost of non-compliance would be far greater.
Chapter Ten
Conclusions and Recommendations:
The Corporate Challenge
Overview
Polaroid, like many American corporations, is now beginning to address the entirety of
the challenge that environmental compliance creates. Chapter Two argued that
environmental legislation can enhance a business' profitability by stimulating technical
innovation and creating a competitive advantage. However, the impact of environmental
policy goes far beyond the development of new processes. Environmental technologies
affect, and are affected by, many other aspects of an organization. Originally, this thesis
aimed to unite the technical and manufacturing issues surrounding one such technology,
pressure nutsches and to develop a methodology that can be applied to other products and
processes (Chapter One). However, during execution of the research, it became
increasingly apparent that, in addition to solving the technical problems surrounding the
process modifications, many difficulties lay in dealing with the organizational problems
that accompanied them. In order to deal effectively with environmental compliance
issues, Polaroid's existing organization structure must adapt.
This final chapter will:
* Summarize the technical conclusions presented earlier
* Outline a method for evaluating the use of a pressure nutsche in the manufacture
of other products
* Present further opportunities for expanding the technical aspects of this thesis
* Analyze Chemical Operations response to Polaroid's corporate environmental
goals
* Summarize the divisional barriers to change that exist within Polaroid
* Describe how improved communications are required within the Chemical
Operations division
* Recommend changes to the organizational culture in order to enable effective
communication between the departments and divisions involved in implementing
environmental technologies.
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Applying this Work to Other Products
Early on in this thesis, the role of benchmarking the existing manufacturing operation as a
method of evaluating the impact of the new technology was discussed. Through an
analysis of the current process, a benchmark for the product X pressure nutsche cycletime
was established. This was required in order to determine the significance of the pressure
nutsche in terms of the overall production process for X. As explained in Chapter Eight,
compared with the cycletimes established for the filtration and washing steps of pressure
nutsche operation, drying is by far the largest component of the pressure nutsche
cycletime. In fact, in the light of the benchmark set in Chapter Four, the drying time
presented the most significant factor in determining the overall cycletime for the new
process. Therefore, this research focused on developing a more accurate model for the
evaporative drying stage of pressure nutsche operation. However, using this method to
evaluate a different production process could yield very different results. The stepwise
approach taken towards estimating the cycletime for the new product X process is shown
in Figure 10.1.
Continuing This Research
As described in Chapter Nine, the limiting cycletime for the new product X process has
been estimated at 100 hours, with the drying operation comprising approximately 80% of
this cycletime. This compares with 77 hours, 15 minutes for the existing, non-nutsche,
operation. Therefore, in the case of product X, pressure nutsche cycletime is an issue and
further investigation is warranted.
Once operating data for product X become available, the drying model developed in
Chapter Eight should be verified. In addition, the use of experimental designs, such as
the one described in Chapter Nine, is recommended. This will test which variables have
the biggest effect on cycletime.
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Figure 10.1
A Stepwise Approach To
Evaluating Pressure Nutsche Cycletimes
Benchmark the existing process
using past operating data
Carry out preliminary lab-scale
experiments
Use rules of thumb and existing
correlations
Estimate the cycletimes for
filtration, washing and drying
Compare these preliminary times
with the benchmark
If the preliminary pressure nutsche
cycltime is significant, model the
operation in more detail
Concentrate on modelling the step
that contributes most to cycletime
based on the original estimate
Verify this model when operting
data becomes available
Refine the model by perfoming a
designed experiment on the
process
Incorporate the learning from this
process into the next cycletime
evaluation
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Chemical Operations Response to Polaroid's Corporate Environmental Goals
Evaluation of pressure nutsche cycletimes will only be meaningful if Chemical
Operations deals with the organizational barriers that surround the technical issues.
Many of these barriers are internal to the division, others exist between the division and
the corporate policy makers.
At a corporate level, Polaroid has been aware of the political implications of
environmental non-compliance since 1986, when its manufacturing processes came under
attack from both Greenpeace and the EPA. Not only did the EPA find that Polaroid's
photographic coatings operation was in violation of environmental regulations, but the
pressure group, Greenpeace, issued a report entitled "Polaroid - Instant Pollution: #1 in
Toxic Waste" and, furthermore, "hung a banner outside the company's Waltham facility,
on a bridge over well-traveled Route 128, proclaiming the company the biggest polluter
in Massachusetts" (Nash et al., 1992). It was following this bad publicity that Polaroid's
Chief Executive Officer announced the Toxic Use and Waste Reduction Program
described in Chapter Two. Hence, environmental clean-up has been driven from the top
down.
While executive commitment is necessary for the success of environmental policy, it is
not sufficient. Particularly at Polaroid, where the corporation is divided into highly
autonomous divisions each with their own culture, enthusiasm for environmental
compliance must be disseminated throughout the divisions.
Divisional Barriers to Effective Change
Previous Leader's For Manufacturing interns at Polaroid have also commented on these
inter-divisional boundaries. "The division's relationships with its internal customers and
internal suppliers were often antagonistic; customers had to settle for long lead times and
over deliveries of material, while Chem Ops received new processes from Research
which were incompatible with divisional capabilities. Frequent disputes between Chem
Ops and researchers and between Chem Ops and its customers led to inefficient
operations across all levels of the corporation" (Stuart, 1992). A second intern observed
quality improvement methods in the Negative Manufacturing Division and, as a result,
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called for better communication between Negative Manufacturing and Chemical
Operations to help improve negative quality (Capone, 1991). A further example of
divisional distrust is the high inventory levels held within the corporation. Chemical
Operations agrees to an inventory level with each internal customer it supplies to ensure
an adequate supply of chemicals should any problems occur. However, in addition to
this pre-arranged margin, each side also holds its own safety stock. As some of the
specialty chemicals are valued at over $1000/kg, this results in expensive inventories.
While some improvements have been made in these areas, such as the creation of
"customer advocates" to represent the needs of the downstream divisions before
Chemical Operations' management, the separate divisions still have differing objectives
which inhibit holistic operation and make communication difficult.
In Images of Organizations, Gareth Morgan describes how classical management theory
regards an organization as comprised of a series of discrete parts, each with a unique task
to perform. Order is maintained through a single chain of command with every part of
the organization having a separate role. The divisionalized structure at Polaroid is an
example of this model. The criticism that Morgan raises against this model is that,
because a machine is designed in advance to meet specific goals, "Mechanistically
structured organizations have great difficulty adapting to changing circumstances because
they are designed to achieve predetermined goals". For this reason, Polaroid's
organization is not easily able to deal with the environmental compliance issues raised in
this thesis.
Communications within Chemical Operations
Within the Chemical Operations division there are additional organizational boundaries
which impede the environmental compliance process. Not only is effective
communication required between corporate policy makers, technology researchers and
divisional environmental staff, but further interaction of environmental staff, capital
engineering, technical operations and, of course, production, is necessary for effective
implementation of environmental strategy. Figure 10.2 illustrated these communication
process requirements.
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Cross-functional communications, however, do not come easily to the corporation. "Our
last attempted at using cross-functional "linkage" teams was an unmitigated disaster",
said one manager, "We had all the procedures in place, but they just didn't work in
practice. First the teams needed a sponsor and then a facilitator and before long the
whole thing became very unwieldy." Essentially, critical members of the team, such as
representatives from capital engineering or the customer's organization soon became
peripheral to the process, leaving a few core members of the group to perform most of the
tasks. This resulted in less progress than was being made prior to the inception of the
linkage process. Another Leader's For Manufacturing intern in Chemical Operations
studied these linkage teams in detail. He described the groups he observed during his
internship as "collections of individuals each performing small pieces of the task" rather
than teams (Stuart, 1992). Since this, experiment, a new attempt at teamwork is being
carried by the division which builds on the lessons learned during the linkage team
period.
Figure 10.2
Environmental Communications Chain
The "them and us" attitude that exist within Chemical Operations is a symptom of the
corporate culture as a whole. Technical operations, production and capital engineering
carry out their functions discretely with little or no joint decision making. According to
the Made in America survey of major U. S. industries, "all elements of the organization
must participate in creating an effective product, which cannot happen within the
traditional compartmental and linear system of production" (Dertouzos et al., 1989). The
collaboration required can only come about if the organization recognizes that the
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expertise to make the technology work does not reside in one functional department or at
one level in the organizational hierarchy (Thomas, 1994).
No matter what a company's culture is like, the introduction of new technology requires
change. The degree of automation associated with pressure nutsches is new to Polaroid.
Previously, operators tended to feel a pipe and say "yeah, that's around 70 oC". New
technology requires far greater process control and, hence, a much better idea of product
quality and yields. However, existing attitudes are a barrier to realizing the benefit of the
new equipment. Professor Bob Thomas of the Sloan School of Management suggests
that situations in which managers and engineers lack knowledge, such as during the
introduction of a new technology, can be transformed into one of knowledge sharing and
increased teamwork if business unit leaders effectively engage all parties in a process of
joint learning (Thomas, 1994).
An Effective Environmental Organization
Polaroid's organization structure needs to adjust to enable its corporate environmental
goals to become a manufacturing reality. In The Fifth Discipline, (Senge, 1990), Peter
Senge advocates that an organization adopt a systems perspective, rather than each
division addressing only its own individual goals. "At the heart of a learning organization
is a shift of mind - from seeing ourselves as separate from the world to connected to the
world, from seeing problems as caused by someone or something "out there" to seeing
how our own actions create the problems we experience." At first sight, Chemical
Operations' problems appear to be multiple and product specific: "if only we could
improve the yield of this product or the quality of that product". However, studying and
making changes to each process in turn is not the answer. Indeed, these problems are
symptoms of more general problems at Polaroid and throughout corporate America.
These issues are swept under the carpet by organizations because they are too big and
complex to deal with. This ignoring of major, unpleasant, problems while focusing on
minor, unimportant, issues has been documented in studies of organizational behavior.
Often the minor problems are actually being caused by the continued failure to resolve
the major ones. Only by adopting a systems perspective can Polaroid move closer
towards attaining the properties of Senge's "learning organization".
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Polaroid will have to solve tough environmental problems to remain competitive in the
next decade. Until now, a strong patent position in instant film meant that Polaroid
existed in a fairly stable environment for some years. Following this long period of
stability, changes are not easily dealt with by the present organizational structure.
"Organizations that have reached a stage of maturity or decline resulting from mature
markets and products or from excessive internal stability and comfort that prevents
innovation may need to change parts of their culture, provided they can obtain the
necessary self-insight. Such managed change will always be a painful process and will
elicit strong resistance. Moreover, change may not even be possible without replacing
the large numbers of people who wish to hold on to all of the original culture" (Schein,
1984). The pending expiration of various patents covering its instant film processes will
leave Polaroid open to increasing domestic and international competition. A defensive
strategy designed to protect a stable market niche may no longer be appropriate. Clearly,
Polaroid will have to adopt a more flexible, organic structure to adapt to the changes it is
about to encounter. To adjust to a "self-learning" organization where workers question
management targets will require a corporate "personality change".
This thesis provides a framework for evaluating the organizational and technical
challenges involved in meeting long-term environmental goals. An organization must
balance its response to environmental regulation against its production and operating
priorities. At the same time, changes to the organization's culture may be needed in order
to stimulate the innovation of new, environmentally safe technologies. In recognizing
this, an important first step towards meeting environmental goals is taken. It is hoped
that, as a result of this research, Polaroid Corporation will be better prepared to deal with
the combined environmental and competitive challenges that lay ahead.
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Appendix One
Deriving the Filtration Equation
The following derivation leads to the standard filtration equation presented in most
Chemical Engineering texts, (Ives, 1973), (Coulson and Richardson, 1991). Refer to the
summary of variable definitions for a description of each symbol.
By definition:
Vi
Lo
APo
A
Q
VC
Vf
LcAPc
Vc/L4'C
dVf/dt
Vc/Vf
Vc
Lm
APm
(1)(2)
(3)
(4)(5)
(6)
Specific resistivity
RoLo =
RmLm =
equations:
RcLc +
Rclm
RmLm (7)(8)
Kozeny equation for filtration:
APo/Lo = RogQ/A
Derivation:
dVf/dt = Q
APoA/LoRoj±
APoA/(RcLc + RmLm)gi
APoA/(RcLc + Rclm)IL
APoA/Rct(Vc\A + lm)
APoA 2/Rcl(vcVf + Alm)
Therefore, the filtration equation results:
by definition (5)
using (9)
using (7)
using (8)
rearranging and using (4)
rearranging and using (6)
(9)
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Filtration equation:
Vf dVf/dt = APoA2/Rcrvc(1 + Alm/vcVf)
Integrating the filtration equation:
(i) Constant flowrate, time is a function of pressure drop:
Fort 5 t*, Q = Q*, 0 5 t < t*
dVf/dt = Q*
Vf = Q*t
Vf dVf/dt = (Q*)2t
APo = (Q*)2tRcgvc(l + Alm/vcVf)/A 2
Therefore,
Constant flowrate equation:
t = APoA 2/(Q*)2Rcpvc(1 + Alm/vcVf)
(ii) Constant pressure drop, time is a function of filtrate volume
Fort > t*, APo = APo*, t > t*, Q > Q*
f (Vf + Alm/vc) dVf = I APo*A 2/RcgLvc dt
(Vf 2 - (Q*t*)2) / 2 + Alm(Vf - Q*t*)/vc = APo*A2(t - t*)/Rcgvc
Therefore,
t = Rc•c { (Vf2 - (Q*t*)2) / 2 + Alm(Vf - Q*t*)/vc)/APo*A2 + t*
= RcC/APo*(vc(Vf 2 - (Q*t*)2) / 2A2 + lm(Vf - Q*t*)/A) + t*
If it is assumed that the constant flowrate period is negligible, i.e. t* = 0, the above
equation simplifies to:
Constant pressure drop equation:
t = Rcp/APo (vc(Vf/A)2 /2+ lm(Vf/A)
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Summary of variable definitions:
Vi Volume of slurry m3
Vf Volume of filtrate m3
Vc Volume of cake m3
Lc Thickness of filtercake m
Lm Thickness of filter medium m
Lo Thickness of filtercake and filter medium m
APc Pressure drop across filtercake N/m2
APm Pressure drop across filter medium N/m2
APo Pressure drop across filtercake and filter medium N/m2
Rc Specific resistance of filtercake m-2
Rm Specific resistance of filter medium m-2
Ro Specific resistance of filtercake and medium m-2
Viscosity of filtrate Ns/m 2
A Cross-sectional area of filter m2
vc Volume of cake per volume of filtrate
lm Equivalent thickness of filtercake for same m
resistivity as filter medium
Q Flowrate of filtrate m3/s
t Filtration time s
Q* Flowrate of filtrate during constant flowrate period m3/s
t* Filtration time for constant flowrate period s
APo* Pressure drop during constant pressure drop period N/m2
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Appendix Two
Variables Used in Reslurry Washing Theory
Summary of variable definitions:
n arbitrary wash number varying from 1 to N ( - )
N total number of washes ( - )
VL volume of fresh solvent added and removed with each wash (m3)
V volume of liquid retained in cake (m3 )
VT total volume of fresh solvent added and removed (m3)
Vc volume of the cake (m3 )
xn solute concentration following nth wash (kg/m3)
xo initial solute concentration (kg/m3)
xN solute concentration following final wash (kg/m3)
E void fraction of the cake ( - )
Ttotal total filtration and wash time (mins)
tinitial initial filtration time (mins)
treslurry reslurrying time for one wash (mins)
tplug plug-flow filtration time to remove wash liquor (mins)
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Appendix Three
Evaporative Drying Model
Equations
Mass conservation:
dMtol/dt = Fin.(Ytol)in
dMN2/dt = Fin.(YN2 )in
Energy conservation:
dU/dt = Fin.hin -
Mole fractions:
Ytol + YN2
Xtol + XN2
XN2 = 0
Fout.(ytol)out
Fout.(YN2 )out
Fout.hout +
=1
=1
Vapor-liquid equilibrium:
Ytol = ktolXtol
YN2 = kN2XN2
Component mass balances:
Mtol = Ytol.Mvap +
MN2  = YN2-Mvap +
Internal energy:
U + P.V = Mvap.Hvap
xtol.Mliq
xN2 .Mliq = YN2.Mvap
Mliq.Hliq Msol.Hsol
Dimensions of vessel:
A = 7T.d.height
V = jr.(d/2)2 .height
Void fraction:
E.V = Mvap/Pvap + Mliq/Pliq
Solid in bed:
(1 - E)V = Msol/Psol
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Mole fraction of vapor in bed:
Vapor = Mvap/(Mvap + Mliq)
Energy supplied by jacket:
Q = UH.A.(Tjacket- T)LM
Assuming a perfectly mixed segment:
(ytol)out = Ytol
(YN2)out = YN2
Tout = T
Flowrate out:
Fout = Kv(P-Pout)
Ideal gas law:
P = R.TPvap/(z.Mvap)
Raoult's law:
ktol = Ptol/P
kN2  = PN2/P
Physical properties:
Hvap = f(ytol, YN2, T, P,To}
Hliq = f xtol, T,Te) or Cptol.(T - Te)
Hsol = Cpsol.(T - Te)
hin = f (Ytol)in, (YN2)in, Tin, Pin,T)
hout = f[ (Ytol)outs (YN2)out, Tout, Pout,T) }
Pliq from Rackett equation (saturated liquid volume) -
Ptol ~ assumed infinite .
PN2 from modified Antoine equation -
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Specifications
height of segment
diameter of vessel
void fraction of segment
height
d
E
UH
Cpsol
Ky
(YN2)in
(Ytol)in
Tin
Pin
Tjacket
molar density of solid phase
reference temperature
Nitrogen compressibility factor
0.1 m
24(5/x) m
0.5
425 J/m2r/C*
1041 J/mol/C**
1
1
0
40 "C
1.013 Bara
70 'C
2700 mol/m 3 approx.
25 "C
1
Also required is:
flow of saturated nitrogen to segment mols/s
Universal constants
R, 7t
tsumatea Dasea on overall neat transrer coetrlcient Tr jacketed vessels using neat transer on011,
Perry p. 10-46
Based on estimate for product X from Kostas Saranteas
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overall heat transfer coefficient for jacket
average specific heat capacity of solid
flow resistance factor
mole fraction of nitrogen in inlet stream
mole fraction of toluene in inlet stream
temperature of inlet stream
pressure of inlet stream
temperature of jacket
Psol
TO
z
· · · .. ~ FC · .C · · . · · · · .. · ·
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Unknowns
Mtol number of moles of toluene in segment mol
MN2  number of moles of nitrogen in segment mol
Fout flowrate of vapor out of segment mol/s
U internal energy of segment J
(YN2)out mole fraction of nitrogen in outlet stream -
(ytol)out mole fraction of toluene in outlet stream
Ytol mole fraction of toluene in vapor phase
xtol mole fraction of toluene in liquid phase
YN2  mole fraction of nitrogen in vapor phase -
XN2  mole fraction of nitrogen in liquid phase
Mvap number of moles of vapor in segment mol
Mliq number of moles of liquid in segment mol
Msol number of moles of solid particles in segment mol
Vapor* mole fraction of vapor in bed
V volume of segment m3
A heat transfer area m2
Q heat supplied by jacket J
T temperature of segment* 'C
P pressure in segment* Bara
Tout temperature of outlet stream *C
Pout pressure of outlet stream Bara
ktol equilibrium constant for toluene
kN2  equilibrium constant for nitrogen
Hvap enthalpy of vapor in segment J/mol
Hliq enthalpy of liquid in segment J/mol
Hsol enthalpy of solid in segment J/mol
hin enthalpy of inlet stream J/mol
hout enthalpy of outlet stream J/mol
Pvap molar density of vapor phase mol/m 3
Pliq molar density of liquid phase mol/m3
Ptol partial pressure of toluene Bara
PN2 partial pressure of nitrogen Bara
* Indicates an initial condition for this variable must be specified
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Computer Simulation - ABACUSS input file
# Dynamic Dryer Model
# Language: ABACUSS
# Purpose: Model Polaroid Co. pressure nutsche dryer to determine if
# diffusion is the rate limiting phenomenon
# Prerequisites: load SYSOPO (ideal physical properties)
# Date: April 10, 1994
# Creators: Amy C. Blake & Paul I. Barton
# Copyright MIT, April 1994
DECLARE
TYPE
Energy =0 : -1E9 : 1E9 UNIT = "KJ"
EnergyFlowRate =0 : -1E9 : 1E9 UNIT = "KJ/s"
MolarFlowRate = 1 : 0 : 1E2 UNIT = "kmol/s"
MolarHoldup = 1 : 0 : 1E2 UNIT = "kmol"
Positive = 1 : 0 : 1E9
STREAM
Main_Stream IS MolarFlowRate, Pressure, Temperature, MolarEnthalpy
END # Declarations
MODEL Vapour_Feed
# Purpose: Vapour Feed Model (calculates enthalpy of a vapour stream)
# Creator: Paul I. Barton
# Date: December 17, 1993
# Parameters:
# NC = number of components
# Submodels:
# VapEnth = vapour molar enthalpy model
# Variables:
# Flow = vector of molar feeds
# Total_Flow = total molar flowrate
# Press = pressure of feed stream
# Temp = temperature of feed stream
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PARAMETER
NC
UNIT
VapEnth
VARIABLE
Flow
Total_Flow
Press
Temp
AS INTEGER
AS VaporEnthalpy
AS
AS
AS
AS
ARRAY(NC) of
MolarFlowRate
Pressure
Temperature
MolarFlowRate
STREAM
Outlet :Flow, Press, Temp, VapEnth.Enthalpy AS Main_Stream
EQUATION
# definition of molefractions
Flow = TotalFlow*VapEnth.y;
# imply total molar flowrate
SIGMA(VapEnth.y) = 1;
# equivalence of intensive properties
Temp = VapEnth.Temp;
END # Vapour_Feed
MODEL Dryer
# Purpose: Dryer Model
# Assumptions: Too many to list, e.g.: bed is upright cylinder, perfect mixing.
# Other assumptions listed in thesis
# Creator: Amy Blake
# Date: December 17, 1993
# Component List
# 1) Nitrogen
# 2) Toluene
# Parameters:
NC
PI
Height
Diameter
Void_Fraction
Volume
Heat_Transfer_Area
HeatTransfer_Coefficient
= number of components
= x7, 3.14159...
= height of bed [m]
= diameter of bed [m]
= void fraction of bed
= volume occupied by bed (calculated) [mA3]
= heat transfer area (calculated) [mA2]
= heat transfer coefficient [KJ/m^2 K s]
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= heat capacity of solid phase
= pseudo resistance to flow
[KJ/kmol K]
# Submodels:
# PVap = toluene vapour pressure model
# VapEnth = vapour molar enthalpy model
# LiqEnth = liquid molar enthalpy model
# VapVolume = vapour molar volume
# LiqVolume = liquid molar volume
# Variables:
# Holdup = vector of fluid molar holdups in bed [kmol]
# Solid_Holdup = molar holdup of solid in bed [kmol]
# Solid_Volume = molar volume of solid in bed [m^3/kmol]
# Flow_In = vector of molar feeds to bed [kmol/s]
# Flow_Out = vector of molar flows from bed [kmol/s]
# Total_Flow_Out = total molar flow from bed [kmol/s]
# U_Holdup = internal energy of bed contents [KJ]
# Enth_In = specific enthalpy of inlet stream [KJ/s]
# Enth_Out = specific enthalpy of outlet stream [KJ/s]
# Q = heat supplied by jacket [KJ/s]
# Vapour_Holdup = total molar holdup in vapour phase [kmol]
# Liquid_Holdup = total molar holdup in liquid phase [kmol]
# Solid_Enthalpy = molar enthalpy of solid [KJ/kmol]
# x = liquid phase mole fraction
# y = vapour phase mole fraction
# Press = bulk pressure in bed [bar]
# Press_In = pressure of inlet stream (not used) [bar]
# Press_Out = pressure of outlet stream [bar]
# Temp = bulk temperature in bed [K]
# Temp_In = temperature of inlet stream (not used) [K]
# Temp_Out = temperature of outlet stream [K]
# Temp_Jacket = temperature of the jacket [K]
# Vapour Fraction = vapour fraction in fluid phases
PARAMETER
NC
PI
Height
Diameter
Void_Fraction
Volume
Heat_Transfer_Area
Heat_Transfer_Coefficient
Solid_Cp
Kv
UNIT
PVap
VapEnth
AS INTEGER
AS REAL
AS REAL
AS REAL
AS REAL
AS REAL
AS REAL
AS REAL
AS REAL
AS REAL
AS VaporPressure
AS VaporEnthalpy
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LiqEnth
VapVolume
LiqVolume
VARIABLE
Holdup
Solid_Holdup
Solid_Volume
Flow_In
Flow_Out
Total_Flow_Out
U_Holdup
Enth_In
Enth_Out
Q
Vapour_Holdup
LiquidHoldup
Solid_Enthalpy
x
y
Press
Press_In
Press_Out
Temp
Temp_In
Temp_Jacket
Vapour_Mole_Fraction
Vapour_Volume_Fraction
AS LiquidEnthalpy
AS EOS
AS LiquidVolume
AS ARRAY(NC) of MolarHoldup
AS MolarHoldup
AS LiquidMolarVolume
AS ARRAY(NC) of MolarFlowRate
AS ARRAY(NC) of MolarFlowRate
AS MolarFlowRate
AS Energy
AS MolarEnthalpy
AS MolarEnthalpy
AS EnergyFlowRate
AS MolarHoldup
AS MolarHoldup
AS MolarEnthalpy
AS ARRAY(NC) of Fraction
AS ARRAY(NC) of Fraction
AS Pressure
AS Pressure
AS Pressure
AS Temperature
AS Temperature
AS Temperature
AS Fraction
AS Fraction
STREAM
Feed : FlowIn, Press_In, Temp_In, Enth In AS Main_Stream
Outlet : Flow_Out, PressOut, Temp, Enth_Out AS Main_Stream
SELECTOR
Phase_Flag
SET
PI
Volume
Heat_Transfer_Area
AS (TwoPhase, Vapour) DEFAULT Two_Phase
:- 3.1415927;
:= Height*PI*(Diameter/2)^2;
-- Height*PI*Diameter;
EQUATION
# material balance
$Holdup = Flow_In - Flow_Out;
# energy balance
$U_Holdup = SIGMA(Flow_In)*Enth_In - Total_Flow_Out*Enth_Out + Q;
# summation of mole fractions in the vapour and liquid phases
SIGMA(y) = 1;
SIGMA(x) = 1;
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# nitrogen does not condense in the liquid phase
x(2) = 1;
# mole fraction of toluene in vapour phase by Raoult's law
CASE PhaseFlag OF
WHEN Two_Phase : y(2)*Press = PVap.VaporPressure(1)*x(2);
SWITCH TO Vapour IF LiquidHoldup <= 0;
WHEN Vapour : Liquid_Holdup = 0;
END
# definition of total holdups
Holdup = y*Vapour_Holdup + x*Liquid_Holdup ;
# definition of internal energy holdup
UHoldup + 100*Press*Volume = Vapour Holdup*VapEnth.Enthalpy +
Liquid_Holdup*LiqEnth.Enthalpy +
Solid_Holdup*Solid_Enthalpy ;
# volume occupied by fluid phases ( = volume not occupied by solid)
Void_Fraction*Volume = VapourHoldup*VapVolume.Volume +
Liquid_Holdup*LiqVolume.Volume;
# volume occupied by the solid
(1 - Void_Fraction)*Volume = Solid_Holdup*Solid_Volume;
# definition of vapour mole and volume fraction
VapourMole_Fraction*(Vapour Holdup + LiquidHoldup) = Vapour_Holdup;
VapourVolume_Fraction =
VapourHoldup*VapVolume.Volume/(Void_Fraction*Volume);
# heat transfer from jacket
Q = Heat_Transfer_Coefficient*Heat_Transfer_Area*(Temp_Jacket - Temp);
# molar enthalpy of exit stream
Enth_Out = VapEnth.Enthalpy;
# molar enthalpy of solid phase
Solid_Enthalpy = Solid_Cp*(Temp - 298.15);
# mole fractions in exit stream = mole fractions in vapour phase
Flow_Out = y*TotalFlow_Out;
# controller equation on vapour flowrate from vessel
IF Press > Press_Out THEN
Total_Flow_Out = Kv*(Press - Press_Out);
ELSE
Total_Flow_Out = 0 ;
END
# equivalence of intensive properties
VapEnth.Temp = Temp;
VapEnth.y = y;
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LiqEnth.Temp = Temp;
LiqEnth.x = x;
VapVolume.Temp = Temp;
VapVolume.Press = Press;
VapVolume.y = y;
LiqVolume.Temp = Temp;
LiqVolume.x = x;
PVap.Temp = Temp;
END # Dryer;
# Model of pressure nutsche flowsheet
MODEL Flowsheet
# Purpose: Pressure nutsche flowsheet - contains property parameters
# and unit connectivity
# Creator: Paul I. Barton
# Date: April 10th 1994
# 1) Nitrogen
# 2) Toluene#=====-~~'~ ~~~ - I- 3~~~ -~~s.~r
PARAMETER
NC AS INTEGER
TC AS ARRAY(NC) OF REAL
PC AS ARRAY(NC) OF REAL
VC AS ARRAY(NC) OF REAL
CPIG AS ARRAY(NC,11) OF REAL
DHFORM AS ARRAY(NC) OF REAL
TREF AS ARRAY(NC) OF REAL
WATSON_HVAP AS ARRAY(NC) OF REAL
WATSON_TREF AS ARRAY(NC) OF REAL
RKTZRA AS ARRAY(NC) OF REAL
RKTKIJ AS ARRAY(NC,NC) OF REAL
UNIT
Feed AS VapourFeed
Nutschel01l AS Dryer
VARIABLE
Nitrogen_Feed AS Positive
Cycle_Time AS Positive
Start_Time AS Positive
InitialToluene AS MolarHoldup
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SET
# Set up the general property parameters for the flowsheet
# Number of components
NC := 2 ;
# Critical temperatures [K]
TC := [ 126.2, 591.7 ] ;
# Critical pressures [N/mA2]
PC := [ 3.39439E+06, 4.11379E+06 ];
# Critical molar volume [???]
VC := [ 8.96408E-02, 3.15699E-01 ];
# Coefficients for ideal heat capacity functions
CPIG(,1) :=[ 3.11498E+04, -2.43546E+04]
CPIG(,2) :=[-1.35652E+01, 5.12464E+02]
CPIG(,3) :=[ 2.67955E-02, -2.76538E-01 ];
CPIG(,4) := [ -1.16812E-05, 4.91112E-05 ];
CPIG(,5)
CPIG(,6)
CPIG(,7)
CPIG(,8)
CPIG(,9)
CPIG(,10)
CPIG(, 11)
C
C
:= [
I
:= [
0.0 , 0.0
0.0 , 0.0
3.00000E+02,
1.20920E+03,
2.90990E+04,
1.49640E-02,
1.50000E+00,
[J/kmol K]
];
];
3.00000E+02 ];
1.66540E+03 ];
3.32560E+04 ];
1.39650E+01 ];
1.50000E+00];
# Heats for formation at 298.15K in ideal gas state [J/kmol]
DHFORM := [ 0.0, 5.00323E+07 ] ;
# Reference temperature for heats of formation [K]
TREF := [ 298.15, 298.15 ] ;
# Reference heat of vapourization for Watson equation [J/kmol]
WATSON_HVAP := [5.58101E+06, 3.32013E+07] ;
# Reference temperature for Watson equation [K]
WATSON_TREF := [ 7.74000E+01, 3.83800E+02 ] ;
# Paramaters for Rackett equation [???]
RKTZRA :=[2.89129E-01, 2.64983E-01 ];
RKTKI(1,) :=[0.0, 0.0 ];
RKTKIJ(2,) := [ 0.0, 0.0 ];
# Antoine Coefficients
Nutschel01.PVap.NC:= 1;
Nutschel01.PVap.ANTOINE(1,1) := [
Nutschel01l.PVap.ANTOINE(1,2) := [
Nutschel01.PVap.ANTOINE(1,3) := [
Nutschel01.PVap.ANTOINE(1,4) := [
Nutsche 101.PVap.ANTOINE(1,5) := [
Nutschel01.PVap.ANTOINE(1,6) := [
Nutsche 101.PVap.ANTOINE(1,7) := [
7.12775E+01 ];
-6.41329E+03 ];
0.0 ];
4.16630E-03 ] ;
-7.50535E+00 ];
5.41998E-18 ];
6.00000E+00 ];
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Nutschel0l.PVap.ANTOINE(1,8) := [
Nutschel01.PVap.ANTOINE(1,9) := [
EQUATION
# flowsheet connnectivity
Feed.Outlet IS Nutschel0l.Feed;
END # Flowsheet
3.18725E+02 ]
5.91700E+02 ]
PROCESS OperateDryer
# Purpose: Process simulate pressure nutsche operation
# Creators: Amy Blake, Paul Barton
# Date: April 10th 1994
# 1) Nitrogen
# 2) Toluene#:= = = = = =-I---=-=~-~-~
UNIT
Plant AS Flowsheet
SET
# 5mA2 cross-sectional area
Plant.Nutschel01.Diameter
Plant.Nutsche 101.Height
Plant.Nutsche 101 .Void_Fraction
SQRT(4*5/Plant.Nutschel01.PI) ; # m
0.1 ;#m
0.5 ;
# okay, here's how I estimated the heat transfer coefficient:
# Source: Perry 6th edition (pg 10-46): Table 10-14: Jacketed Vessels, Overall Coeffs
Jacket Fluid
Fluid in Vessel
Wall Material
= Heat-Transfer Oil (closest to Glycol (?))
= Organics
= Stainless Steel
# => Overall U = 170 - 680 J/m^2 s K (this is a BIG range!)
# take the average:
# => Overall U= 425 J/mA2 sK
Plant.Nutsche 101.Heat_Transfer_Coefficient:=
Plant.Nutschel01.Solid_Cp := 1041
Plant.Nutschel01l.Kv := 1;
INPUT
WITHIN Plant DO
WITHIN Feed DO
Total_Flow := 0
VapEnth.y(1) := 1.0
Temp := 313.15
0.425 ; # KJ/m^2 K
; # KJ/kmol K
; # kmol/s
; # pure nitrogen
;#K
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Press := 1.01325 ; # bar
END
WITHIN Nutsche 101 DO
# solid density = 2000kg/m^3, molecular weight = 724kg/kmol
Solid_Volume := 724/2000; # mA3/kmol
TempJacket := 343.15 ; # K
Press_Out := 1.01325; # bar
END
NitrogenFeed := 0.0;
CycleTime := 0.0;
Start_Time := 0.0;
InitialToluene := 0.0;
END
PRESET
WITHIN Plant.Nutschel01 DO
Flow_Out := 0: -1E-4:;
Total_Flow _Out := 0: -1E-4:;
END
INITIAL
# assume void fraction full of saturated toluene
WITHIN Plant.Nutschel0l DO
Temp = TempJacket
Press = Press_Out
Vapour_VolumeFraction = 0.01;
END
SCHEDULE
SEQUENCE
# wait for a bit
CONTINUE FOR 10
# start the nitrogen flow to the bed:
# flow based on 4.575E-4m^3/s at 1.01325bar and 40degC
RESET
Plant.Feed.Total_Flow := 2.4232E-5;
Plant.InitialToluene := OLD(Plant.Nutschel01.Liquid_Holdup);
END
# run the bed until 99mo1% of the toluene has evaporated
CONTINUE UNTIL Plant.Nutschel0l.Liquid_Holdup < 0.01*Plant.InitialToluene
END
END
PROCESS CycleTime
# Purpose: Process generate plot of cycle time vs. nitrogen feed rate
# Creators: Amy Blake with more help from PIB
# Date: April 10th 1994
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1) Nitrogen
2) Toluene
UNIT
Plant AS Flowsheet
SET
# 5m"2 cross-sectional area
Plant.Nutsche 101.Diameter
Plant.Nutsche 101.Height
Plant.Nutschel0l.VoidFraction
:= SQRT(4*5/Plant.Nutschel0l.PI) ; # m
0.1 ;#m
:= 0.5 ;
# okay, here's how I estimated the heat transfer coefficient:
# Source: Perry 6th edition (pg 10-46): Table 10-14: Jacketed
# Jacket Fluid = Heat-Transfer Oil (closest to Glycol (?))
# Fluid in Vessel = Organics
# Wall Material = Stainless Steel
# => Overall U = 170 - 680 J/m^2 s K (this is a BIG range!)
# take the average:
# => Overall U = 425 J/mA2 sK
Plant.Nutsche01 .Heat_Transfer_Coefficient
Plant.Nutsche 101 .Solid_Cp
Plant.Nutsche 101 .Kv
:- 0.425
:- 1041
: ;
INPUT
WITHIN Plant DO
WITHIN Feed DO
Total_Flow := 0 ; # kmol/s
VapEnth.y(1) := 1.0 ; # pure nitrogen
Temp := 313.15 ;#K
Press := 1.01325 ; # bar
END
WITHIN Nutsche 101 DO
# solid density = 2000kg/mA3, molecular weight = 724kg/kmol
Solid_Volume := 724/2000; # mA3/kmol
TempJacket := 343.15 ; # K
Press_Out := 1.01325; # bar
END
NitrogenFeed := 0.0;
Cycle_Time := 0.0;
Start_Time := 0.0;
InitialToluene := 0.0;
END
PRESET
WITHIN Plant.Nutschel01 DO
Flow_Out := 0: -1E-4:;
TotalFlow_Out := 0 : -1E-4 :;
END
INITIAL
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# assume void fraction full of saturated toluene
WITHIN Plant.Nutschel0l DO
Temp = Temp_Jacket;
Press = Press_Out ;
VapourVolume_Fraction = 0.01;
END
SCHEDULE
SEQUENCE
CONTINUE FOR 10
# start the nitrogen flow to the bed:
RESET
Plant.Feed.Total_Flow := OLD(Plant.Feed.Total_Flow) + 2.5E-5;
Plant.InitialToluene := OLD(Plant.Nutsche 101.Liquid_Holdup);
END
WHILE Plant.Feed.Flow(1) <= 40E-5 DO
SEQUENCE
# run the bed until all the liquid has evaporated
CONTINUE UNTIL Plant.Nutsche 101.Liquid_Holdup < 0.01*Plant.InitialToluene
PARALLEL
# record the parameters for this cycle
RESET
WITHIN Plant DO
Nitrogen_Feed := 3600*OLD(Plant.Feed.TotalFlow) ; # kmol/hr
Cycle_Time := OLD(TIME - Start_Time)/3600; # hr
Start_Time := OLD(TIME);
END
END
# start the nitrogen flow to the bed:
RESET
Plant.Feed.Total_Flow := OLD(Plant.Feed.Total_Flow) + 2.5E-5;
END
# reset to initial condition
REINITIAL # assume void fraction full of saturated toluene
Plant.Nutsche 101.U_Holdup, Plant.Nutsche 101.Holdup
WITH
WITHIN Plant.Nutschel0l DO
Temp = Temp_Jacket;
Press = Press_Out ;
Vapour_Volume_Fraction = 0.01;
END
END
END
END
END
END
END
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